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SUBJECT: Indonesia - Malaria Control 

Attached for your review are the recommendations for
 
authorization of a loan to the Government of the Republic
 
of Indonesia of an amount not to exceed $24,700,000 to
 
assist in financing the foreign exchange and a portion of the
 
local costs of a malaria control project in Indonesia.
 

This ]oan proposal is scheduled for consideration by the 
Development Loan Staff Committee on Thursday, May 2, 1974. 
Also, please note your concurrence or objection is due by 
close of business May 7, -974. If you are a voting member 
a poll sheet has been enclosed for your response. 
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INDOESIA - MALARIA CO1TROL 

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Borrower: 	 Government of Indonesia (GOI). 

2. 	 Amount of Loan: $24,700,000 (Twenty-Four Million, S ,en Hundred 
Thousand,Dollars)


3. 	 Terms: 

A. 	 Maturity: 40 years, including a 10-year grace 
period. 

B. 	 Interest: 2% per annum during the grace period. 
3% per annum thereafter. 

C. Currency: 	 Interest and principal repayable in 
U.S. dollars. 

4. 	 Financial Plan: 

($in millions: $1.00 =Rp. 415)
 

AID 	 Loan GOI Budget Total 

$24.7 	 $2l.5 (equiv.) $46.2 

5. 	 Objectives of Project: Malaria eradication is recognized as a
 
long-term goal, but the immediate objective is reduction of
 

malaria to an effective level of control. For Ja-a, Bali and
 
Madura this translates as the prevention of reestablishment of
 
endemicity and 	reduction of incidence to less than one case per thousaid. 
For 	the Outer Islands it means the reduction of malaria endemicity
to a level at which it is no longer a major public health problem. 
Specifically, over a five-year period the project proposes to: 
a) reduce transmission of malaria on Java, Bali and Madura 
Central Islands) to as low a level as possible through household 

spraying of DDT; (b) reduce transmission by the same means in 
priority areas of the other islands of Indonesia (Outer Islands); 
(c) make presumptive and radical treatment available in Java,
Bali and Madura and suppressive drugs in the Outer Islands; 
(d) 	 determine through research the impact of DDT spraying in 
resistant areas, reasons for continued transmission in the souti 
coast of Java., chloroquine sensitivity of certain vectors, areas 



for further project activity in the Outer Islands, and potential
for application in Java, Bali and Madura of source reductionpractices, e.g. water management, larviciding and draining andfilling. Upon conclusion of the project the GOI will be in apositio, to continue effective malaria control on Java, Bali andMadura and carry forward with a sustaining control program in
the Outer Islands. 

6. Description of Project: The project will finance equipment,materials and services in support of the Indonesian MalariaControl Program and it will be carried out by the Directorate
General of Communicable Disease Control (CDC) of the IndonesianDepartment of Health with the assistance of AID and the WorldHealth Organization (WHO). The basic framework for the projectis the GOI-WHO Plan of Operation for the Indonesian Malaria
Control Program covering the years 1974-1979. Signing of thePlan will be a condition precedent to initial disbursement of theloan. To assist in carrying out, supervising and evaluating anexpanded control program over the five-year period, the projectwill finaned approximately 19,000 tons (metric tons) of DDT171 vehicles, 836 motorcycles, 8670 bicycles, 

plus 
120 outboard motors.and 5500 spray cans. Funds for research and training are

included 4s well as a limited supply of 
also 

Malathion for test purposes. For Java, Bali and Madura initial protection will extendto over 22 million people with coverage reaching 80 million upon completion of the project. For the Outer 
over 

Islands nearly2.5 million people will be protected at the outset, increasing
over the project period to more than six million. 

7. Purpose of Loan: For the five years (1974 through 1979) ofthe Indonesian Second Five-Year Plan (Pelita II) finance
the principal foreign exchange costs of the project. 
 Other
project costs and any additional foreign exchange requirements

will be met by the Borrower.
 

8. Backgrrandof Project: AID provided assistance to the
Indonesian Malaria Eradication Program during the period
1951 - 1963. 
 Following the termination of aid in 1965 due topolitical difficulties and the economic disruption of the country,reported malaria cases Java,in Bali and Madura increased fromless than 10,000 in that year to over 280,000 estimated for 1973.In view of caseinadequate detection, the actual number of casesfor Java, Bali and Madura may exceed one million in 1973 anddouble in the following year. In 1972 the GOI requested AIDassistance for malaria control and in the same year an AIDfinanced team conducted a comprehensive review of the existingcontrol program and recommended AID assistance. Their reportwas brought up to date and confirmed by AID/Washington TDY 

assistance in 1973. 



9. Export-.Mport Bank Clearance: Received 27 December 1973. 

10. Statutory Criteria: Satisfied. See Annex XV. 

11. Country Team Views: 
 The Country Team strongly endorses the

project. See Annex Xii. 

12. -I8ue__ Proprietary procurement of Jeeps on the basis of sole 

: 


U.S. 
source. See Section III.D.
 

13. Recommandation: Authorization of a loan not to exceed$'24,700,000 (Twenty-Four Million, Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars) subjectto the termi 
 and conditions set forth in the draft authorization attached
 
at Annex XIV.
 

CAPITAL ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE: 

tSAID/INDONESIA:
 

Chairman/Technical Advisor J. Jarrett Clinton, M.D.Controller Richard L. Warin
Economist James A. NorrisEngineer Walter A. McAleerLegal Advisor William A. ClarkLoan Officer Dennis J. Brennan 

AID/WASHflMTON: 

Chairman 
 Alexander R. Love

Technical Advisor Edgar Smith
Legal Advisor 
 Jay A. *urgess
Loan Officer Peter Bloom/Steven MintzDesk Officer Alexis Rieffel
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GLOSSARY 

Epidemic - acute increase in incidence or 
prevalence of a disease, out of 
proportion to normal to which
 
community is subject. 

Endemic - present in conmunity at all times, 
but occurring in only small numbers. 
In context of malaria, terms mean 
constant level among a community. 

Malariometry - application of quantity measures
 
and surveys to study of malaria
 
incidence.
 

ParasitL rate (p.r.) - percentage of children (unless 
specified differently) who on a 
given date show malaria parasites 
in thick film blood preparations.
 

Splen rate (s.r.) - percentage of children (unless 
specified otherwise) who on a given 
date show a palpable spleen. This 
is evidence the child has or has had 
malaria. 

DDT - Dichloro-diphenyl-trichloroethane. 

DDT w.p. 75% - 75% concentration of wettable 
powdered DDT. 

Protection - interruption of malaria transmission, 
principally through spraying DDT. 
The population benefited is termed 
'protected'.
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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND OBJECTIVES 

A. Background 

The Government of Indonesia (GOI) regards malaria as
 
a major health problem and deterrent to agricultural develop
ment. Tle Directorate General. of Communicable Disease Control

(CDC) of the 
Indonesian Department of Health estimates at the
present time that ninety-four percent of the population of the 
country is at risk from malaria - ninety percent of the people

of Java, Bali and Madura (Central Islands) and all those of the

other islands of Indonesia (Outer Islands). The most recent

records (1972) show 128,830 malaria 
cases reported in Java, Bali

and Madurs and over 115,000 cases in the Outer Islands. In view

however of inadequate case detection, the actual number for the
Central Islands alone may exceed one million with the number for
 
the Outer Islands over six million.
 

Anti-malaria efforts started in Indonesia as early as

1924 with the establishment by the Dutch colonial government

of a Central Malaria Bureau. Malaria control during the period

following was largely rc.itricted to source reduction through

drainage and water managment, larviciding and treatment with

quinrLie. The origins of the present program are the projects
assisted by the United States and World Health Organization (WHO)

in the 1950s. These showed malaria could be controlled through

:.terruption of malaria parasite transmission by spraying inside
.,alls of houses with DDT and eliminating remaining malaria
 
thi .ugh "surveillance", i.e. identification and treatment of
 
case.s. In 1959, pursuant to WHO resolutions to convert malaria

contrLl programs to eradication, the GOI officially accepted
malarit eradication as a national goal and inaugurated a program

that leted through 1965. By that year it had reduced cases
 
to less than 10,000 or less than .25 
 per thousand of population
for all Java, Bali and Madura; in 1955 there had been more than
 
100,000 deaths from malaria.
 

The program was completely disrupted in 1965 throughthe political and economic turmoil of the nid-1960s in Indonesia
and concomitant termination of assistance.U.S. By 1967 whenthe GOI reestablished the program the number of reported cases
for the three islands had risen to over 15,000. Despite an
increasig effort by the GOI, marked by 1973 in the allocation
of almost twenty percent of the national health budget to
malaria, cases increased to a reported total for the Central
Islands in 1972 of over 125,000 and a 1973 estimate of 280,000. 
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The equivalent Outer Islands estimated cases were over five
 
million in 1966, with a continuation at approximately fifteen
 
percent prevalence or a 1973 case total of over six million.
 

The National Malaria Eradication Service established 
in 1959 as a separate organization in the Department of Health 
has been integrated since 1965 into the National Health Service. 
This has been an organizational improvement: trained and ex
perienced personnel remain in and available to the program---A 
ihe same time WHO malaria advisors have continued to be associated 

ith the program and work closely with the GOI. 

Thadequate funding however has severely limited the 
effectiveness of the effort: lack of foreign exchange for DDT, 
sprayers, vehicles and bicycles; of local currency to maintain 
and operate existing equipment or even to pay salaries and labor. 
Accordingly, although the GOI malaria budget has increased from 
less than $50,000 in 1967, the year the program was reestablished, 
to a current figure of over $3.0 million equivalent, the scale of 
the program is inadequate. Approximately fifty percent of this 
budget is required for DIT alone and the balance is sufficient 
for little more than payment of routine salaries and support of 
a limited spray program. 

rt was in this context that the GOI requested renewed 
AID assistance in 1972 and in the same year an AID-financed team 
conducted a comprehensive review of the existing program and its 
prospects and recommended that AID once again provide assistance. 
The principal conclusions of the survey conducted by the team are 
summarized as follows in their report: V 

"The Review Team believes that the Government of 
Indonesia through its Malaria Control Program can 
make effective use of stipulated quantities of DDT 
that would be procured through USAID credit 
financing. This conclusion is based upon the fol
lowing considerations.
 

_/	The team consisted of a senior malariologist, senior
 
entomologist, public health administrator, malaria engineer,
 
and health economist.
 

2/ 	 Report of a Review of the Malaria Control Program of Indonesia, 
June 15 to July 27, 1972; USAID/Indonesia July 1972. 



".. Malaria in Java and Bali appears generally to
 
be susceptible to anti-malarial measures, including
 
residual spraying with DDT, as evidenced by major
 
reductions in malaria during the Malaria Eradication
 
Program (MEP), 1959-1965. 

"2. Increasing incidence of malaria following the
 
disruption of the MEP in .965 and the occurrence of
 
epidemic situations in recent years emphasize a con
t.tnuing potential for return to pre-IEP status of the
 
disease in the absence of anti-malarial measures.
 

"3. There is a clear cormmitment to the Malaria Con
trol Program on the part of the Government of
 
Indonesia as evidenced by: a) the re-establishment
 
in 1967 of anti-malarial activities in the absence 
of any appreciable otL-side assistance; b) increasing 
appropriations during the 1i-:,st three years for MCP in 
competition with other priority health and social pro
grams; and c) the relaxively high proportion of the
 
total health budget allocated to the MCP.
 

"4. There exists a .unnctional organization structure 
for malaria control in the Ministry of Health. 

"5. Cadres of personnel wjitih previous anti-malarial 
training and experience i'e available. 

"6. There is evidence of continued and increasingly 
more specific operational planning by the MCP staff,
 
both at headquarters and in the field. 

"7. Anti-malarial me , ncluding residual spraying, 
are still acceptable to the Indonesian population. 

"8. There is a potential in s;ome areas of combining 
residual spraying with soturce reduction practices,
 
e.g.,. water management, lariciding, draining and 
filling, etc., to achieve more effective control.
 

"9. Technical advice from 'W110 malaria advisors 
stationed in Indonesia is available to and is 
accepted by the MCP. 
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The 	 survey was reviewed, the 	data brought up to date and theteam's recomendations confirmed by AID/WTDY assistance 	 senior malariologistin September - October 1973. These recommendations serve as the basis for the loan. 

B. 	 Project Objectives
 

Malaria eradication 
as a 	goal presumes an effort toeliminate malaria altogether within a stated period of time.Malaria control on the other hand accepts by definitionimpracticabilty within 	 the a giv-en timelookajtQ the 	 frame of eradicationreduction of disease trap~ 	 and
mssion tolevels Thelevels 	 defined acceptablee spec:fic0ally st.ed belowTgeTPlan of Operation and 	 in terms of, 

,adreflect 	
Plans of Action for the malaria programthe 	different criteria and 	goalsIslands 	 for the Centraland 	the Outer Islands. Perfect controlcan 	result conceivablyin eradication buL thi-	 level of control is nowhereenvisaged within the parameters of the proposed program eitherfor 	Jave, Bali and Madura or for 	the Outer Islands. The 	basicdefinition for the proposed program therefore accepts the requirement for a continuation of mnalaria control activity beyond
the 	five-year time frame. The purpose of the projectvide the GOI with 	 is to prothe 	scale of assistance required to meetinitial requirements 	 thefor 	expansion aid 	by the conclusionproject 	 of theto 	have put the GOI malaria control programtinuing basis 	 on a concapable of being carried forward without extensive
foreign commodity support assistance.
 

C. 	 Project Description
 

Java, Bali 
and 	 Madira conLainIndonesia's population, 	 the largest part ofan 	 estimated 85A25 	million total, and are 
million of the country'sthe 	main focus for the malaria contrul
program. The population requiring imediate protection on these 
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st~wntye~gt m~iio by197. Fr tease isl5. mifiis . 
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Tere -1 maaria eradication program~was centerbdthease' islands -and with the integaAion of the'~ 
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"" fji, 

same areas.. 

The Situation in' the&Oute,' Islands j s entirelydieen 
E,det' ot southern Part of Sumatra, the ~previoiis malarialediein program wa not xtended to the ,Outer, IslandsaltfiiOu itwas intended t~o do so until the programiwas dis
rutidi 
Outer Islalids are 

are5 consugidoed0~~<aap~rehensive data on' malarianot~ availa1ble these island, .wihA~ for itheouai 

fierion 

d re thn foymiliothe ue16d~d h, ereconomerai
thraniai,ct aindnMsaduaof ar free o deb o hee'il'i~lends1 ~~~~~~~~ asic hsetougnytotecnrlo maiafr2an ses an i therie by thvaBali and ladtedfrom'"rinecio 
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The principal constraint on the GOI malaria control,Programi has beefi'inadequate funds. To carry. out i'L effectiveProgam equires & comiprehensive effort ±fil1iidjiig. no~t~oniaccut6-'cd'a* deect on'an t'i.n- t but idespread sryneatmen b,.... Ta1yioat '.kEd' ed in' the buidget table,7t. riii-,c the ~001 effort- has become stronger each year and 'the current malaria1 -«.<4~ 
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The WHO-bI i 4~pto for..the year6J 1~7~ s",9he~ibasi. 
framework for, C ~ a'~ The'AIDW en .or ' Q 

an ogit passistance to i 
tee btO~lewed thePlan e onca f er_ 

bo theGOIs the 'JHO Delhi 4zidthisRe ional Office i~new Plan 
Jconitit........... e c pre Wscumen rn 

lan ;of Opa't:onreogni{ islaria n. e Ai 	 iradication,a 

tem goal : o ic thout ie frame, .dtheshort-termo . aciovn 
.A e-v of contro For-avaB. andMadura this. tranlte prevention ofnreestablishment

endrhtion of iaridence.to less thantone: hthousand . For the. Outer Islanids the, goal of ,the program,is,. o 
reue'aai neiiyt a~level at which'i4 is,ndlonger a. 
miajor publirchealth problem. t The, (3OI-W11O Plan ofOperation addresses, 
eac..of sthe identified in the'o972mA.I.D.s usend problemreas 
friaancd review of the er with theeception 
of the question..ofasignment of personnel which is regarded as~a 
particular 'JOI responsibility. 2 

D., Place of Project in U.S. Program 

A.I.D. fully shares the concernof the GOI overthe.. 
growing incidence of malaria in Indonesia and the destrucltivehumani-2' 
tarian and'development implications if this situation ispermitted 
to con tinue. U.S.. assistance to Indonesia~is increasingly directed 

to mpoveen o basic health programs huis ah cerned w-J 

the need'to raise_ rural -ncome s,-and,.ass st thesmallfarmer-to produce 
-~ and earn more, hopefully to the improvement of his standard of living' 

and'thAtif his family. The malaria program has immediate 'humanitarian 
*and developm-ent impact. The project will affect the lives, of mnore than 

100 million ~people in Indonesia and~is potentially'the U.S. programi
 
with greatest impact~on the largest number of Indonesia's poorer
 
people. Malaria control will not only give' support to basic ,improve
ment in 	health standards throughout the country, but by giving , 

relief from the debilitation of this disease permit a-growing capa
bility> to work, produce. and incre~ase incomes. A.I.D._ sup2Ltmi11-be
committe for~a eido~i as This long -term arran ement, 

improvement 	o O1e* 	 ~i-s-ece~s~dii cause: 7 Y'T.represents that amount of time <-' 

requir~ed to meet the specific project-~objectives of reducig-the, 
incidence level~of malaria to.,.less.than-onecase per thousand-for , '*:--j 

Jav- aliaffa--d-Mii2da and redu~cing- malaria endemicity. fo_, theOuter -~.,'-

Islands 	 to",a7leiv'el at whicihit is no longer a major pu~blic health 
problem; and ()Commits the GOI to resource levels which it 4can'
 

*sustainL after -A.I;-D.- assistance termninates inodrz to m'aintain the~
 
* ~~~ achieved levels of' conti'oUl- '.i
 

3In,,ths conecio with the inauguiration of the expanded program4
L~-Dii'ector GenerRlKCDC throtlgh4 release ,of funds ,previouslyhe 	 proposes 

SI i nconuuvt c- poit - eIL t( f r 
to-4 Uihpnb 

d t 4 n P ir 	 r 

v4-L 
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II. BORROWL-R AN~D EXECUTING AGENCY~ 

The'-Brrowerljis the Governjment ofIndones"(GOI acting
through
A~~~aonal Deve.LopmntJPann.Lng A~gency (APNS",,TAgedy
4rpois~i ~orexcution ofth.~ 
jc~is the D.ectrae~
Genera-joo± !ommun 16able Disease Control (CpC)_ ht~e
Iido 6sin-
Departmento ealth. 

The,integration in1967 oftepreviously separa~te 
 aai
eradicatioiiservice~intotheCDC gives the program afirmplaceiIn
the ovi"' ral11 health eivr plans Of the 'IndonesianGo~nr~anenursfor malJ'aria control a continuing and balanced share 'inactivities of the Department 'of Health. 
the 

Pri
 
directed Ihi~td~e yQ the Director General CDC, one 4ofat1 
three Directors Generalfthe of the Department of Health. The malariaprogram is established as one of six special units-within ODD..Thoghu the 'country~,CDC, including the malaria programi functionsas part of the Department of Health organizati~on at each governmhentadministrative level: 
 at'the Province, the Kabupaten and Kecamatan,
(sub-district). 
 At each level the principal health~officer is
responsible for administrative and operational matter~s to the'local
head of the government and for medical and technical activi'ties to,
the corresponding~ higher level in the organization of the Departme~nt
of Health. 
 Logistics, primarily the distribution and delivery of
DDT, is impteamented by the logistics section of the CDC on advice
from the m~anagei's of,the Malaria Control Program. 
 See description
of health se,-vicC' structure and chart for malaria control organ i

zation at Annex II. 
B. CapabilitvofExecutingAgency 

Althou~gh integration of the previously separate malaria
eradication service into the Directorate General CDC will in the
long run assist the overall effectiveness of Indoiiesian Government
health activities, inthe short term it does make itmore diffi-.
cult to strengthen the capability of the malaria Service on ,an.
accelerateDd basis I'to deal iith the'expandedprga. Tesijc
cannot be treated as a 
completely separate entity., Qnbalance,
ii6iver,' the potential gain for general health deliver 
 fetvles
makes it a worthwhile exchange.-eyefcieis 

p 

., 
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of ti maini bigra.Wtthpoos 

malariacontlprogramveness:p stheeffe ersonnel 
a ci'itical factor. , Although moat of the preiousaa~la,.

eradicatiori personnel mxay be available to te) _exanded~prqgram,

budg~etary restrictions since 1965 hav posed'severe ,liiitatons
 
on the scope, forithe malaria program.to us-eese persoiiii'or'
 
to provide them with essential continuing training. Tis 1r e
ductior..in training has reduced both the availability -bf-'basic
 
skills end technical- competence of professional personnel,
 
assigned to the program.
 

On the other hand,, the top~management of the Directorate 
General of Communicable Disease Control is well qualified : f j 
to run the malaria program. The director of .the malariai 
control program is an experienced medical malar o10gist with" 
advanced training in m6lariology and epidemiology at the 
International Malaria Eradication Training Center, Manila. 
Her immediate supervisor in CDC with responsibility for 
several disease control programs is also a malariologist with. 
more' than5 years of experience first as theprovincial 
maldriologist for East Java and subsequently asaWHO malairia 
*epidemiology advisor in India. The DirctoiiGeheral herself 
is knowledgeable and thoroughly famiiliar'with problens of 
malaria and the malaria control program. 

Lack of funds also prevented adequate maintenancde or 
replacement of vehicles necessary to any effective~ atteniTt to,plan, conduct orsupervise field operations At the same.tim. 

inability to provide funds even for sufficient i'pra cans+and 
bicycles, as. well as ibasic budget for teroraryhireofsprsa 
men, restricted e&forts to carry out necessary wider-spread

* sprazy operat ions. The miajority of'the hunidreds Tfvehil's- <U'
motorcycles,,bicycles and spray cans acq ired between 9 2 

*' L:::hive bean- - scrapped and less than 20' new 'vehicleshbave _b1en ,pro
cured since i963« ' ~ <, ~ -

S, What , this, means is that the malaria service: f the. 
)frectorate3 eneral "CDC, hieorgMzataiiaiynal lyprepared to" 
Conuict An epnded ma15"ri~'ormaid-havn avial oi 
Sufficient personnol, cant inact carry on such ' programn 

,without training aiil evKels.s wellas cscure n sufficient 
trtnopor-wat1n and~other equipment nece'sar o con'duct -ndSvsasut on u +super+is, such a program.
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At the'sae~tim th WHO.'T m will r ,vi'w and eauae
insUrn 	 i&th scope andnng d'quacy,equtcyheo 
ef f tiv'iess f n Country tr i~ri adis ade~u~ ~r 
req.ir..ents of the expanded , Advance trainingre uirementsprogram. 
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g' r 	 x to be me ding 'prog:a 

iple atio :,These mincalaria control 
raining f aor sections, and traini or All categories 

of persbhnz6eto 'improve basic skills req i d rng and x-r 
vbiUliice;' Peasitol6ogy. and entomolog ed66 ialJ overed' Basic 

K. 	 practical spray training will be carfei&_U at the 6utset f the 
program and normally the teami leader, wil be given refresher, training 
prior to each spraying cycle. S'ecial.-curIriculd and progIrmss for.. 
training will be developed for each different type of spray operation. 

*At the'same time theloan will finance the basic transpor
tation and up:plepental- spray--equiipmenti znessary to permit the program 
to be caried out. The compositionT6f the equipment component is 
discussed below but includes adequate vehicles, motorcycles and 
bicycles not only to permit effective spray operations but also to 
ensure that supervision and follow-up case detection ca'be carried, 
out. Every evaluation since 1960 has emphasized the need for inreased 
supervision. 

In summary, the malaria control service of the Directorate 
General CDC retains both in organization and basic personnel~the 
capability to carry out effectively the expanded malaria control 
program. The shortcomings which may limit its effectiveness derive 
from lack of up-to-date training and equipment. These shortcomnings 
are being met both through the loan, through the assistance of the WHO, 
(see C below) and through the commitment of the Directorate General 
CDC itself' in carrying out the necessary training and expanding its 
own horizons to meet the requirements of the expanded program. 

a a-.'U -; a',a, 'rn',?'iaThe USAID Director has certified in accordance with
 
Sectioes 6gi(,)of the Foreign Assistance Act to the capability of
 

*,4the 001 to carry out' this pr~oject. See Annex XIII~. 

C. Role of WHO'in Malaria Program 
a 	 , .- m*:; .- .. .,- :r,.;-	 a +a.',progra 

oizn WHO assistanceome ahin Indonesia follows the pattern geeall+.~4aio reureetsepad
adpedfrallrcountry malaria programs.
a,, 1a 	 *-aa- sn or of .,aa 	 ... *,a,,.. 

technical advisor's is provided according to a,'j6init WHO/G0'I'agreement

i " 
 ' I '' '" . L r' + f); ;g r r ! ;+known as a Plan of Operations (PlanOps). .Limited commodities-4such as
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advisors and counterparts. Limited funds are also available for training
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The full WHO team of advisors is now In place under the direction
 
of a senior malariologist. The team inzcludes two epidemiologists, two
 
entomologists, an engineer and a regional lab technician who devotes a
 
good share of his time to the Indonesian program. Although nominally
 
advisors, the WHO personnel are deeply involved in operational programs:
 
the senior malariologist in planning and evaluation; the epidemiologists
 
in collection and analysis of statistics in the field; the entomologists
 
in establishing baseline information on mosquito vectors and pesticides
 
and in the training of the local personnel to conduct such studies them
selves; the engineer in the field spray program and the promotion of
 
source reduction; and the lab technician in supervision and training in
 
the cross checking of the malaria pi:rasite slide identification. All of
 
the WHO advisors are required to do much of their work in the field. An
 
epidemiologist and entomologist are stationed in Sulawesi and also travel
 
to Kalimantan and Maluku. The epidemiologist and entomologist in
 
Jakarta travel to Bali, Madura and Sumatra. 

III. TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

A. Analysis of Objectives 

The dbjectives of the Indonesian malaria program and this
 
project as being defined in terms o' control rather than eradication
 
are discussed in Section I.B above.
 

In quntified terms the objeclives for the Central Islands
 
call for the interruption in the emerging reestablishment of endemicity
 
and reduction of incidence to apprcxjmate1y 0.1 percent. In number
 
of cases this translates for the period 1975-79 into a reduction from
 
two million to less than 200,000 cases. For the Outer Islands the goals
 
are less extensive and limited to an overall reduction of morbidity and 
mortality, and reduc-ion of endemicity in selected priority areas; 
in other terms, %o reduce malaria at leasL to where it is no longer a 
"major public health problem." While this means an increase over the 
five-year program in the number of' pecple protected from 2.5 t. 6.25
 
million, population increase will actually result in an overall
 
increase from 6.7 to 7.1 millionjin the number of malaria cases for
 
the Outer Islands. See project implementation tables at Annex III.
 

As noted in Section I.3 ithove, what this means for 
Indonesia Is that malaria control must be a continuing commitment 
For Java, Bali end Madura the goals set, Cor the initial five-year 
program should not only be met but if'met will provide the GOI with 
a firm basis to continue effective malaria control for the Central 
Islands. For the Outer Islands, however, while the initial program 
will almost triple the number of' prtotected population and reduce the 
overall prevalence of imalaria, the :um1brr of' cases will continue to 
be large and the requirement for extenosive large-scale control acti
vities will remain with the GOI Indefinitely. 

This continuing obligation also hao implications for the 
commitment required of the GOI throughout the period of the present 
program and thin project. Through financing under this loan of 
virtually all material and commodity costs, including DDT, vehicles,
 
sprayers, etc., the loan relieves the Department of Health malaria budget from 
the requirement to meet these expenditures from its own funds. In effect this 
releases up to 50% of the current GOI malaria budget to be used 
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 "III. For theOutrId lad the DDTreqiurements at AnneF t s reu rements peoxim o ely


will inicrease over the ame ~i d from less than '500 to aproximatel
 
1,500 tons. At the sa e time the transportation ,equipment and sprayers
 
prociured dt the Iutet 'under this loan in order to get the program under
 

tdurin& the five-year period will provide''for phased replacement
of vehicle6s ai:nd eqimn mutn ntels w and on'ehalf years" :: ::, 
.'wayr will- have 4to be inlarge part replaced. The GOI's ow~n budget, 

rjc t prxmtl twenty-percent of the equipmient originaly fnaned
y te lan.Theloan agreement will contain a covenant
 
2ocuino
to ensure that at th the five-yearpeidteaiiolrt prra required to support the Indone'ian
 

mala ia control pr on a continuing basis will be provided bythe
GOI. See covenants under Section VII.E below. 
 q 

B. Evalu~ation
 

There will be an annual evaluation of the project undertaken by .GOI, WHO and A.I.D. officials. 
 This will be a technical .. . .evaluation on the status of malaria in terms of reduction o~f the
 
incidence of di'sease'by application of the techniquies. allea.for

in WHO Planops and the individual plans of action. 
 The e'(aluation
 
will include an 
assessment of the effectiveness of implementation andi
the identification of problems impeding progress, relying havilyon
 
project statistic's and information gathered by the WHO advisory team
with field spot checks as required to establish reliability.
 

'2o ode 2 2"e ~ '!-A second year. evaluation, although generally followig

the same guidelines' will be an it v
 
to provide moI 
 complete coverage inI'the field includin- h ue
 

islnds
Thre 
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assessment of appropri~tenss of 'Methods uised,- and'analysi- ' ofr
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C. Plans of Action
 

The overall GOI-WHO Plan of Operation is implemented

through four separate Plans of Action: the first for Java and
 
Madura, the second for Bali, the third for Irian Jaya (West

Irian) and the fourth covering all the remaining Outer Islands.
 
See map at Annex IV. The p'incipal differences between the
 
Plans of Action for Java, Mda'ta and Bali and the Outer Islands 
(including Irian Jaya) are as follows: 

Jyava Bali & Madura . 

Objective: To reduce t'ansmission 
of malaria to as low a 

level as possible and 
eventually ixnterrupL 
transmission. To make 
presumptive and radicoAl 
treatment availble. 

Methods 	 Surveillance with bcLh 

passive and active case 

detection. Resilual L-

door spraying 'where tr!is
mission i ovctu-rint.
 
Presumptive treaLment :)'
 
clinically suspect case6
 
and radical treatmrwi; of
 
confirmed malaria cases.
 
Antilarval activiLties.
 

Criteria 	 Prior yeor nailania rates, 
for 	 receptivity and vulner-

Spraying 	 ability 

Priority : 

Outer Islands
 

To reduce transmission with 
priority on 	socio-economic
 
and epidemiologically im
portant areas to a point
 
where malaria is no longer
 
a public health problem. 
To make suppressive
 
schizonticidal drugs widely
 
available. 	Malariometric
 
surveys in plece of sur
veillance.
 

Residual indoor spraying 
in priority 	areas.
 
Suppressive 	treatment only.
 

Socio-economic: prevention 
or control of epidemics in
 
transmigration areas, develop
ment projects and food pro
ducing areas.
 

NOTE: See discussion of basic epidemiological factors at Annex V.
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1. Java, Bali &Madura 

The Plans of Action for the Central Islands look to
achieve a reduction in malaria cases over the period 1974-1979

from a potential figure for the earlier year of two million 
cases to approximately 160,000 by 1979. See implementation

tableE at Annex III. The program required to meet this goal

will be carried out under the following headings:
 

(a) Spraying 

DDT 75% water dispersible powder (WHO-AID speci
fications) will be sprayed in all areas where transmission 
occurred during the period 1970-1972 and where transmission has
been verified by detailed epidemiological analysis. Dosage will
be two grams per square meter for an initial cycle followed byone gram per square meter for subsequent cycles. In areas where 
the transmission period is known to be short, only one cycle per
year will be carried out at one grai per square meter. In all 
cases however two grams per square meter will be applied where

the vector is resistant or tolerant to DDT. For Java, Bali and
Madura the estimate for areas to be sprayed annually indicates 
at least an initial 4.5 million houses covering 105 of the 109
 
Kabupaten for the three islands as follows: 4g
 

TABLE 1
2lrovince "Hf-es- (in 10) DDT Requirement

in tons
 

West Java 
 553 
 330
 
Central Java 
 1450 
 124o
 
Yogyakarta 181 186 
East Java & Madura 2175 1423 

Total Java & Madura 4359 3179 

Bali 123 47 

Total Java, 	 Madura & Bali: 4482 3226 

1Y-/Source: 	 GOI-WHO Plan of Operation for Indonesian Malaria 
Control Program (1973). 
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The above estimate is based upon the degree of coverage re
quired to achieve the program goals discussed above.
arriving at this estimate of the number 

In 
of structures to be

sprayed to achieve the desired level of control, the following

criteria have been adopted: 

Mi) Where cases are detected in an isolated
Kanpong (sub-village or hamlet) only, spraying will be carriedout only in that Kampong or immediately adjacent Wherearea.
however cases are scattered throughout a Desa (village), the
entire Desa will bearea sprayed. Where cases occur in allDesas of a Kebupaten, spraybig will extend to the entire
Kabupaten area. Decisions for planning routine spraying will
be based on a minimum of three cases per Desa together with
other available data on the epideniological situation in the
 
locality.
 

(ii) In view of limit. in quantity of available 
insecticides priority in spraying will be given to areas where 
cases occur continuously year after year. 
A second priority

will be areas where large numbers of cases have occurred even
though complete information on receptivity and vulnerability

is not available. The third priority will apply on the basis

of areas where receptivity and vulnerability are both high.

Finally, a remaining priority will be 
 assigned to areas where 
P. falcipajum is dominant. 

To assure effectiveness, spraying must carriedbe out before theonset of the transmission season. Accordingly this will requirespraying to be carried out in two cycles, the first covering thethree months July, August, September and the second beginning
in December and continuing through March. 

(b) Malaria Assessment 

Assessment of the malaria situation for the

Central Islands will be continuous throughout the program.
Effective active case detection will require visits Kampong byNanpong with regularity throughout the entire five years. The
present estimate is that probably not more than twenty-five
percent of the total number of cases 
is actually detected. This
figur shouild at least double during the program period. At the

time however a principal purposesame of active case detection
is to delineate the more malarial areas and discover malaria
foci. This is an essential element in an effective surveillance 
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program. Passive case detection will continue through use of
the hospitals, community health centers and polyclinics through
out the three islands. The whole surveillance program will be
supported by epidemiological investigations carried out bymalaria control personnel, paxticularly in areas where there 
is any question whether case detection is accurately recording

malaria incidence. Kabupates and field laboratories will perform the basic task of slide examination for the whole detection 
activity. 

(c) Treatment 

The program for the Central Islands includes
treatment on a single dose presumptive basis using 4-aminoquino
line or a combination of 4-aminoquinoline and pyramethamine toall fever cases encountered by the siuveillance agents and to all
clinically suspected malaria cases. Upon confirmation of apositive case patients will receive radical treatment including
4- and 8 -aminoquinoline. In of lowreas incidence (below one 
per thousand) follow-up treatment will be carried out once amonth daring the first three months following radical treatment,
then each three months for the folLowing nine months. Mass drug
treatment in combination with emergency residual spraying will

be used in case a limited focal P. falciparum epidemic 
occurs 
in an unsprayed area. 

(d) Research 

Entomological studies will be carried outthroughout based on problems identified as the program progresses.
These may include at any one time and for numbers of areas the'testing of insecticide susceptibility of a vector, investigation
of refractory foci as well as special. studies for particular

problem areas or of a particular vector species.
 

Applied research will be particularly directedto determination of the impact of DDT spraying in areas whereA. aconitus is resistant to DDT and determination of the chloro
quine sensitivity of P. falciparum. A particular applied research 
project will be directed to determination of the reasons for
continued transmission in the south coast of West Java, an areain which transmission persists despite complete coverage during
the period of the malaria eradication program. This was aprincipal area where malaria returned after 1965. 
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2. The Outer Islands 

The difference in objectives between the Plans of
Action for Java, Bali and Madura and for the Outer Islands

essentially arises from two principal constraints: first of
these is that a country-wide effective malaria control program
is at this stage simply beyonl GOI resources even with large
scale foreign assistance; the second is 
an absence of data on
the epidemiology of malaria in many of the islands. Except forsouthern Sumatra none of the Outer Islands was included in theprevious malaria eradication program and apart from specific
areas there exists little data or the trained personnel todevelop such information. Priority, therefore, is given at
this stage to areas where malaria control 
 is of particular
importance either as a contribution to socio-economic develop
ment or for epidemiological reasons. Accordingly, the Planof Amtion for the Outer Islands proceeds on a more limited
 
basis as follows:
 

(a) Spraying 

The project for the Outer Islands envisages an
initial spraying pro,'ain in 1974 of 40) tons of DDT, rising to
1000 tons by 1979. In terms of population this amounts 
 to aninitial protection coverage of about 2.5 r!illion people, increasing to 6.25 million by 1979. A6 noted above, sp,.aying
priorities will be accorded on the basisof socio-economic and
epidemiological factors. These indicate thecriteria following
order for selection of areas:
 

(i) Control of epidemics in recent development
projects such as irrigation expansion, dam building, port develop
ment, land development and transmigrarib settlements. 

In this connection particular note is taken
of the potentially explosive epidemic situation created by the
migration of non-immune transmlgrants to endemic areas. It is
 
among 
 these groups that severe epidemics may occur with high
morbidity and mortality rates. 

(ii) Control of epidemics in food producing
 
areas.
 

(iii) Reduction of endemicity in developmentproject, food producing and other economically important areas. 

(iv) Areas already sprayed in previous years willalso be accorded priority because early interruption of spraying
will mean loss of the initial advantage. 
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As with the program for the Central Islands, 

spraying must be carried out before the onset of the trans

mission season. This will vary across the country in view 

of the great differences among the islands in rainfall and 

dry and wet season beginning dates, but in generall m;p.tying 

should at least overlap with the two cycles scheduled for the 

Centra:l Islands. The same DDT shipments will serve for both 

programs and timing of the separate spraying cycles may allow 

some flexibility for the greater time required to reship to
 

the Outer Islands.
 

DDT 75% water dispersible powder (WHO-AID 

specifications) will be used with a dosage of two grams per 

square meter. For the areas selected for spraying the number
 

of cycles will depend in each case on the epidemiological 

situation. Where the transmission season is short only one 

spray cycle will be applied, but where the season extends 

beyond six months there will be two cycles. Where there is 

an absence of information, two cycles will be applied in the 

first year of spraying. Finally, the number of spray cycles as 

the program progresses will depend upon the results attained 

during each preceding program year. 

(b) Malaria Assessment 

In view of the absence of data and personnel, 
malariometric surveys (spleen and parasite surveys) will be 

substituted for the active and passive case detection applied 
in the Java, Bali and Madura progrnam. The purpose of the surveys 

will be tc delineate malarial areas by degree of endemicity and 

assess progress of the program in sprayed areas. Parasite surveys 

to assess sp~ay results will be based in general on a random 

sampling of at least ten perc.nt of the Kampongs in the sprayed 

area. Analysis of medicm. recorci].; from hospitals, conmmunity 
health centers and polyc inlcs will be compiled monthly at, the 

Kabupaten level. The compilation shotld provide data on the 

number of suspect and confirmed malaria cases and is expected 
also to inclide a recording of the number of blood examinations. 

The existing public health infrastructure in the Outer Islands 

includes more than 250 GOI hospitals, an equal nunhcr of health 

centers and more than 3000 polyclinics. These facilities should 
provide a broad base of support to the program. 
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ttcseasia l bnpelin prevalence,_and on: susc6pbityo n'c'tiides-illberequired' £or many .of the6 provinces.,. Thiis' willinclude s'ensitivity teats of' P. falicipeLum'to chloroquine "i 

an~isBoth the coverage of the Outer Islands p ''' mandit
6fect'ivexesd in the later .ar:the wl dprogrimThrge parvton the success ofte reec yearriL dut d iCa The theT researc out dirii'thefrst 6years'. T WHTewi flow assignedlto Thdoisaicudes an entomiologist' and two epidemiologists de.~ignated
psrticul-i' for th~e Outer "Islands progra.' Tey a'e nowWorklig"with the Directorate General CDC to'gtd'-deln 

infomaton'lieqire fo deerining the precide research ,needsfo .tieepazded Outer Islands program., Theyw 
 a'liso be able'tocal' upon- the MWHVector~and Ro6deint ControlResah'nt'
woridng in Jakar~t., Sirmlarl', A.'I.D,-,,as:.part ti~finaninow project'is 

'4-o a.'gr'nt~ba~s'i si le ci''r oELhI 
:'~7" rfor approximately' thre'ernon'ths also t6 or with'develo"ing 

4 '

the malar.al control research activities. 'They loan 41tself't
 Frovides,an' 
 ec - f'*teiiac

tive ceies and4commodities to implement thjs'res'arch' 

>4 -
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n-theleter-three years of the,,program. WiIe- t is expected
tii&will,*apply bothi to thie Central, Island, and, the outer, 

e~sans~ e mphas s wil beo 6hrequiremients of 11the latter. 

~. 

-

:The training program discussed above, .umder the 
hedg for the Java, Ba:li~and Madura Plan of Action and. at 
Anne ,yincl&4d6s training-for Outer.Islands~xialaria control 
per~sonnel.~WHO wid,'AID assistance to training generally.,s dis
cussed above und'r the:Plan of Action fo thie CtraIl iads 

aunder Sction4 Ian wil als cover Outer' Islands iequitr 
ments. Di addition',. basic, training for spray 4men, anid.oth~er field 
workers'-will' take place 'at the Kabupaten 1leve1,-for those Kabupaten 
inwhich areas 'have been selected for spraying. Curricula-4and 
programs for basi'c training will be developed for each type or 

izdwhere sprayihg 'is carried out. Shortage of personnel and 
limitation in coverage of the program for the Outer Islands, 
least for the first two yeers,,will generally limit training 
the p"'actical~ needs of the priority spraying Program and the 
follow-u1, mlariometric surveying. 

at 
to 

D. Coimodity Procurement 

* 

* As set forth in the tables at Annex III the proj ect 
calls for procurement over the five-year period, of approximately 
19,000 tons of DDT. GOI prefinancing of the 1974i DIYIr shipments 
is discus~sed in.Section IV.C below. 

"'1000 

Although the DDT represents the principalcomodity 
to be fInanced under the loan, amounting to approximately$23-1 
million of the ,loan total, the equipment to be procured is also 
essential to successful implementation of the malaria program. 
The equipment is required to be in Indonesia by O1ctober 1974~ to 
permit the expanded program to get under way, and the GOI 
accelerated training program for malaria personnel will have 
been completed by that time. The equipment ~includes 171 vehicles, 
836 motorcycles, 8670 bicycles, 120 outboard motors and 5500 spray 
cans (see _Annex VII). Financing al'so includes provision for 

poiutids of Malathion for research punrposes.4"' 

4 

- 4 



AIDa s fa )uplied17 4,+ eicl~st the Depart

ment of Heat~i it s nat i6nal .family,.plsn-ing progrm, and 
'ei'reiitly considering providing, an 2aditonali 70'to. 100 

Jeepi. i, this' fisc'al'.year' forlthe:Out Islands ,family, planning ''~~ 
propiam; The ;AID-GOI agreements for famiilyplaning have re-r 
quired. that the v~ehicles be maintained tj siitable'mainiie'ance 

'2-2' "'is 

2faciies end .the Departmient' of Health 'p ymainteanice and 
operatingcos+s, This maintenance.arrangemeint has proved siatis
(fActory..,The Depatmfent ofAethi assistd:,in2 the jb of

S"ehiole ,maiiteriance,.by a 'Thll.-tie tra'nspotatoii'fleet,"advis'or
 
assigned by .JNICEFand his services wil1~also be available'to 

adviSe wit ri'pect tio' ipkeep of the vehicles i'ihanced by, this, 

.
 

loan. Maintenance of the family planning Jeeps has been2 -audited 


K.by'the U.S.. Government Accountbing Off ice' (GAO),, the Iisector
 
7-General of Foreign Assitce (IGA) and the.AID'Aidit'or General.
 
K Th, each case, the Department of Health2 was found to be ,meeting


its responsibility for maintenance., USAID/Indonesia has spot
checked the Jeeps in the field and confirmed that the vehicles 
are properly taken care of, in part through the innovative. USe 
of mobile maintenance units at the Kabupaten level. The same 

-
 ~standard of responsible 'maintenance is, expected for the malaria ~ 
program and appropriate requirements to this effect will be 
reflected in the loan agreement itself or in limplementation2 
letters. 2
 

Most, if not all of the vehicles to be used in the 
malaria control program will 'be.used in; rural areas where roads 
are ini extremely poor condition and in some cases not more 

'2''- - than ox trails. In addition, they will be usedfor travel to 
2 many small villages situated on hills, small mountaina, and
 

volcanic terrain. It is therefore important that vehicles procured2
 
through the loan have four-wheel drive and have right-hand-drive
 

A 2 steering (to conform with Indonesian standards). The sole U.S. 
source for such units in sizes necessary for this program is	 

2 

American Motors (Jeep)..,It is recommended that procurement of .
 

'2 
 American Motors Jeeps be made- on a proprietary basis. 
2.
 

'2 ' 	 2. U.S. Government excess property is not suitable for'2 
* 	 this2-project in view of the nature of the comodities~required " 

and the particular specifications whichapply. -principal,The 


commodity is DDT. The transportation and' spray equipment to be2 2'
 

supplied will have to meet particular specifications. 

http:maiiteriance,.by


4,T', 

Eoe itronment 

7 f, the use 
fuller.discussion of.the e.v..o!metal-i ,the.Ten 

of DDT foromalaria control for Indonesia ios setfoith -.p: .. -
An.e -9III.The conclusions of that discussi ee
that DDT-may safely be applied without environmental or ecolog
harm- ffor, the Indonesia malari rntrol progrm., oAfter Ialmost 

a-' 
. 

thiit. years 0 exposureto DDT of ceical plapt ,riaprLoyees,.' 
fabrcators; pest control operatorsmhand relati 
S " t 'prDraUmenithee is littl~a iidtneralo 

ey unthained 
aiifi6.y in 

- -, ,,.the 

humans. Tiemethodof application Nethe la ityr 
as a residual 4 sprd;Faliosit 'entirely colnes-rthmcompound

surfaces of houses to which it i . m 'the 

ek 
to,: 
nviron
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mental impact extremely'small. The substitution of an~other In
secticide~for D~DTmght rslinsignificantly more hardt 
applicators than can be demonstrated for DDT at the present. 

IV. FINANCIAL PANALYSIS,___ __' 

A. Alternative Sources of Financing 

This project is part of the U.S. Government contribution 

re~ultiinladard 

torthe 1.1 non-food assistance for Indonesia through-o 
year 1973-1974. The 001 has specifically requested AID 
for this project and the IBRD resident mission concurs. to 

fiscal 
assistance 
Other 

donors are-not expected- to contribute to the malaria program in 
view of the established roles of AID and WHO and of the existing
commitments within the overall 1GG1 levels. For the health~ and 

4 

family planning sector these commitments include assistance by
the IBRD and UN agencies, as well as bilateral aid from Japan,
the Federal Republic of Germany,' The Netherlands, Italy, Denmark, 
Canada and. France. Alternative financing for the malaria program
is accordingly not available from other donors, and ExIm Bank. 
has expressed no interest in financing this project.', 4 

B. Financial Rejirt Project Cost 

"-n 

Total project cost is estimated at $146.2 million including
US dollar costs Of $25.2 million and local currency of $21 0""'4 
million equivalent. Because of a funding limitation the AID I', 4 i 
loan will provide $214-7 million of the estimated $325.12 million,"-.-'

4 

in foreign exchange requirements. The GOI will provide the addi 
tional $500O,000 and any additional foreign excha'',,'"uirement 
i4n the latter years of the project' if any shortfali occurs--. 

-"" 

Via L4 
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TABLE 2
 

Summary of Project Costs(excluding research
 
amounting to $205,000)
 
($1.00 = Rp. 415)
 

a. Java, Bali and Madura
 

-
GOI FY6 DDTL/ Equipment'! 
 GOI Local Costs Total
 

1974/75 4,984,000 1,424,217 3,135,000 9,543,217
1975/76 3,711,500 - 3,296,000 7,007,500
1976/77 4,082,000 (75,000) 3,627,000 7,709,000

1977/78 3,109,500 (75,000) 3,439,000 6,548,500

1978/79 3,040,000 i(100, 000 ) 3,381,000 6,421,000
 
Sub-Total $18,927,000 $1,424,217 $16,878,000 $37,229,217
 

b. Outer Islands
 

GOI FY_ / DDTI Equipment&/ GOI Local Costs Total 

1974/75 407)000 h25,415 
 311,000 1,143,415

1975/76 571,000 
 - )494,000 1,o65,000
1976/77 628,000 (25,000) 542,000 1,170,000
1977/78 1,036,500 (25,000) 1,147,000 2,183,500

1978/79 1,520,000 (0,000) 
 12665000 3,185,000
 

Sub-Total $4,162,500 $425,415 $4,159,000 $8,746,915
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c. Project Totals (a plus b above)
 

GOI FY / DDT3 / Equipment-8/ GOI Local Costs Total
 

1974/75 5,391,000 1,849,632 3,446,oo 10,686,632
 
1975/76 4,282,500 - 3,790,000 8,072,500
 
1976/77 4,710,000 (1O0,000) 4,169,000 8,879,000
 
1977/78 4,146,000 (100,000) 4,586,000 8,732,000
 
1978/79 4,560,000 (150,000) 5,046,o000 9,606,000
 

Total $23,089,500 $1,849,632 $21,037,000 $45,976,132
 

6-/The GOI fiscal year extends from 1 April of one year to 31 March of
 

the next.
 

1/DDT CIF costs are calculated at $900/N1 for January 	1974 based on an
 

offer by Montrose Chemical Corp. of California. April 1974 costs
 

($1,038/MT) are based on a ten percent increase in DDT prices, plus
 

increases in freight and Jakarta Port Detention and Bunker Charges.
 

A ten percent escalation in annual costs is assumed for each of the
 

remaining years.
 

Z/Estimate for replacement equipment financed by the GOI noted for
 

years 1976/77 through 1978/79 and is included in GOI Local Costs
 
budget above.
 

d. Loan Amount Totals
 

DDT Equipment Research 	 Total
 

$22,589,500* $1,849,632 $205,000 	 $24,644,132 or
 
*2t1,700,0OO
 

C. Arrangement for Provision of Funds
 

Except for the limited replacement equipment and separate
 
laboratory and treatment drugs noted above, the loan will meet all
 

the estimated foreign exchange costs of the project. The loan will
 

be made to the Government of Indonesia with two percent interest for
 

the first ten years without amortization payments; thereafter three
 
percent interest will be charged for thirty years during which the
 

loan will be fully amortized in level semiannual installments of
 
principal and interest payable U.S. dollars. Local currency for the
 

project, except for a possible limited portion financed by the loan
 

on a least cost procurement basis (see above), will be provided through
 

the GOI budget. The local currency budget provided over the period of
 

*The loan will fund all the estimated costs of DDT except for $500,000
 

because of a funding limitation. The shortfall plus any additional
 
foreign exchange required for DDT will bt provided by the GOI in the
 
latter years of the program.
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the project will increase annually by ten percent or by such other
 

amount to which A.I.D. agrees in order to finance the costs of the
 

expanded requirement for spraying operations and surveillance
 

including adequate supervision of both. The increase is also
 

designed to ensure that upon conclusion of the project the 
Depart

ment of Health has much of the necessary GOI budget support 
to
 

carry forwa'd with the program both in Java, Bali and Madura 
and
 

in the Outer Islands.
 

As noted in Section VII the loan agreement will contain
 

conditions precedent and covenants to ensure timely availability
 

of local currency funds to the executing agency to meet project
 

The loan agreement will provide for assurance of the
 costs. 

establishment of a budgetary allocation and payment authorizations
 

for each fiscal year during implementation
for project local costs 


of the project.
 

The price of DDT is rising rapidly. As noted on the
 

to increase ten percent
preceding page, DDT costs are assumed 


anually over the life of this project. However, given the uncer

tainties in the present market, especially for oil derivatives, the
 

loan agreement will contain a standard covenant to the effect that
 

the GOI guarantees to cover and finance any foreign exchange overruns
 

five year period.
experienced during <.i±e 


Due to the required timing of spraying cycles, if the
 

expanded program is to get under way in 1974 the first shipment
 

of 800 tons of DDT must arrive in Indonesia by April 197) with 
in view of the
a second shipment by October the samle year. 


necessary time required for loan authorization, negotiation of the
 

loan agreement and meeting of conditions precedent, against the
 

time required for procurement of the DDT, the GOI is in the process
 

of financing the initial procurement of 800 tons of DDT through its
 

own letter of credit to be reimbursed later under the A.I.D. loan.
 

Similarly, the GOI may have to finance the October 1974 shipment
 

from its own funds and obtain reimbursement from A.I.D. when the
 

CPs are met.
 

D. Impact on U.S. Balance of Payments
 

Goods and services financed by the loan will be obtained
 

from A.I.D. Geographic Code 941 sources plus Indonesia and it is
 

expected the U.S. will provide all of the DDT and a large portion
 

of the equipment.
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V. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROLMALARIA PROGRAM 

A. Method of Lalysis 

In applying economic analysis to health sector programsas in other investments in human capital, certain problems occurin the quantification of costs and benefits. 
In malaria control
programs as in many other health programs, the conceptual areaof benefits is quite broad and includes several diverse types.
The analysis presented here is limited to the economic benefits
to be derived from malaria control, i.e., those benefits whosequantification can allow the GOI and assistance agencies to
compare the economic returns from investment in malaria control
to investments in other projects. This limitation of theanalysis to those variables which impact directly on nationaleconomic development is not intended to imply that no other personal, political or social parameters are involved in malariacontrol. Rather it is 
a recognition that these other benefits
cannot be adequately quantified. In this cznnection, see 
atAnnex IY a discussion of some oC the non-economic narameters.
 

The economic benefits to be derived from malaria control
are several. 
The two main categories of benefits are: 
 a) the
avoidance of future costs of prevention, treatment or rehabilitation from disease; and b) the decreased effects upon laborforce productivity of illness or premature death. 

The future costs avoided by an intensified malaria
control program include: 
 1) costs of treatment and hospitaization of malaria cases; 2) costs of excess caloric requirementsof individuals suffering from febrile diseases; and costs3) ofcontrol of malaria if control at a lower level can be maintained more cheaply than at the previous level of control. 

The increase in agricultural sector productivity may be
of two types. 
 The first and most comnon is the increase inproductivity due to making available a larger portion of the laborforce by reducing debility from malaria. The appropriate
evaluation of the increased labor supply is the marginal wagepaid to labor. A second instance is when new areas 
of a country
 

The analytical approach used here is based on that presientdin chapter ten of the report of the Malaria Survey Team: Reportof a Review of the Malaria Control Program, of Indonesia;
June 15 to July 27, 1972; USAID/Indonesia, July 1972. 

9 
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may be opened to agricultural exploitation as a result of
 
malaria control. In this case, all the benefits which accrue
 
to the investment of labor in these areas are attributable to
 
the malaria control program.
 

B. 	Synopsis of the Current Malaria Situation and the
 
Proposed Control Program for Java, Bali and Madura
 

At the time of cessation of malaria eradication activities
 
in 1965, annual malaria incidence on Java, Bali and Madura had
 
fallen from its post World War II level of 300 cases per thousand
 
to less than one per thousand. By 1969 however malaria incidence
 
had 	increased to a level approximately 1O times its 1965 low. 
The malaria program had been reestablished in 1-967 but due to
 
shortage of funds the Department of Hea].th had been able to do
 
almost nothing in the way of' carrying out a program for the
 
first two years (see project iplementation tables at Annex III).

In 1969 however a start was made again and limited control
 
measures were und'irtaken. It was thought at the time of the
 
preparation of the economic a.ssessment 
 in the Malaria Survey

Team Report (above) that these measures had resulted in a stable
 
rate of incidence of about five cases per thousand. It is now
 
clear the current level of operations has not resulted in control 
and that the incidence rate was approximately eight per thousand 
in 1972 and is projected to inc'ease to about thirteen per
thousand in 1973. The anticipated incidence of malaria on Java, Madura 
and Bali beginning in 197h 1is rs folines: 

GOI 	 FY Expected Cases 

1972/73 	 595,000
 
1973/74 	 1,112,000 
1974/75 2,000,000 
1975/76 1,200,000 
1976/77 56o,000 
1977/78 280,000 
1978/79 160,OOO 
All subsequent years 100,000 

The proposed program will involve a total expenditure
of $37.3 million equivalent over the five-year period for Java,Madura
and Bali. This is approximately $25.3 million above the current 
level of expenditure. The predicted result of the expanded
control program on Java, Bali and Madura will be a control level 
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for malaria of about one case per thousand. It is estimated
 
that this level can be maintained by an annual expenditure of
 
$3.0 million equivalent.
 

In calculating the benefits from the proposed malaria
 
control program two conservative assumptions have been made in
 
estimating the number of cases avoided. 
These are: (1)the
 
projected incidence of malaria in the absence of an 
expanded program will equal 1.5 million (rather than the 
2.0 million projected above); and (2)the ultimately achieved
 
control level with the malaria control program is set equal to
 
200,000 cases (rather than the 100,000 cases estimated above).
 

Both the present malaria situation and proposed program

in the Outer Islands are considerably different from those of
 
Java, Bali and Madura. The disease annually affects some
 
fifteen percent of the population of the Ouiter Islands.
 

C. Hatimation of the Magnitude of the Benefit Parameters 
of Malaria Control in Indonesia
 

For those patients, estinated to be equal to two-thirds
 
of total patients,who are treated b- active surveillance
 
workers or who obtain antimalaria drugs from private or com
mercial sources, the cost of treatment is approximately twelve
 
cents (U.S.) equivalent. Patients who receive treatment from

outpatient clinics or polyclinics for malaria (estimated to be
 
equal approximately to one-third of total patients) incur
 
personal or GOI costs of about seventy-two cents. Those patients
(estimated to be equal to .007 of total patients) who require
hospitalization usually remain for seven days for an average
 
cost of $25.20 equivalent.
 

Individuals who suffer from any febrile disease have 
excess caloric requirements. In malaria, the excess caloric 
intake required daily is 400 kilo calories or 100 grams of carbo
hydrates for an average of ten days in cases of treated malaria. 
The value at current prices of one kilogram of rice is 19.2 cents 
equivalent. 

The value of time lost from agricultural endeavor is 
very difficult to quantify in a society with significant unemploy
ment or underemployment as in Java, Bali and Madura (pcssibly
approacbing thirty percent of available labor supply). Two 
estimates are possible. 1) Assign an average opportunity 
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cost Of twelve cents per day to marginal labor since food-for
work programs can attract labor for goods with this value and 
public works projects can attract workers for this value; or 
2) assign a zero marginal wage to additional labor for most of 
the year, but assign a value of 16.8 cents as the marginal wage 
during rice harvesting season. The average implied wage in the 
agricultural sector in Indon-sia as a whole is approximately 
nineteen cents per day, but the marginal wage would be expected 
to be lower and further depressed an Java, Bali and Madura due 
to oversupply of labor on these islands. Using an annual 
marginal wage of twelve cents or a seasonal fluctuation from 
zero to 16.8 cents would yield similar results since. malaria 
is at its peak incidence during rice harvest season. 

Even in areas on the Outer Islands where malaria prevalence 
is quite high, colonies are transmigrated and it is uncommon for 
a colony to fail due to health realsons alone. Therefore, again 
the marginal value of labor was uti] izd as the value for the 
additional days productivity added to the labor force. Due to 
the smaller supply of labor in the Outer Islands, the value of 
additional labor is higher than on Java., Bali and Madura and is 
at least 31.2 cents equivalent per day. This is a conservative 
estimate based on wages paid to teniporcary employees on estates, 
although in some instances (e.g., in Lampung province in southern 
Sumatra) a wage of seventy-six to ninety-six cents a day is re
quired to obtain labor for public iorkrks projects. 

The value of avoided lalor loss is thus equal to the 
number of cases avoided times the lortion or population of 
working age (equal to 0.5)-Y,-tmes the average number of days 
of disability (equal to 20.5}, times the marginal wage (equal 
to twelve cents equivalent based on above discussion). For 
the Outer Islands a marginnl waie of 3! .2 cents was used. The 
value of future labor lost dlie tn premature r ;ath has not been 
included in the estimate of benefits due to uncertainty about 
the rate of mortality from malxria in Indonesia. See discussion 
at Annex IX. 
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D. Results of Economic Analysis 

The costs of the proposed malaria control program on
 

Java, Bali and Madura are shown in the following table:
 

TABLE 3 

(Costs in U.S. dollar equivalent thousands: $1.00 = Rp. 415) 

GOI FY 	 GOI Increase in Increase in Costs Due 

Budget GOI Budget US Aid to Expanded Program 

01973/74 	 2,631 0 0 
5o4 6,408 6,912
1974/75 	 3,135 


3,712 4,377
1975/76 	 3,296 665 

5,0781976/7.7 	 3,627 996 4,082 

3,110 3,9181977/78 	 3,1439 808 
750 3,040 3,790
1978/79 	 3,381 


1979/80 	 2,989 358 0 358 

& subsequent.
 

The incremental benefits associated with the proposed 

expanded malaria control project are indicated as follows: 

TABLEI 4 	 Benefits due to 
Avoided Cases 

GOI (Benefits in U.S. dollar equiva-

FY Cases Avoided 1c. thousands:t1.O0 = R-p. 415) 

01973/74 0 
1974/75 0 0 
1975/76 300,000 800 
1976/77 940,000 2,511 
].977/78 1,220,000 3,258 

1978/79 1,300,000 3,470 

1979/80 1,300,000 3,470 
& subsequent 

The cost-bcnefit ratio for the expanded malaria control 

program on Java, Bal.i and Madura is 1.12 at a discount rate of twelve 

percent. The internal rate of return for this portion of the program 

is 14.0 percent. 

http:thousands:t1.O0
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V1. INDONESIA'S ECONOMIC PERFORMA~NCE AND DEBT SERVICE 

A. Cecoral Economic Devlopmenlts 

<thc economy grow at an estimated six to seven
During 1971, 

In 1972: although miost sectors of the economiy continued toI:
 percent. 


expand, agricult 'ural output is thought to have declined and overa.ll
 

growth in gross domestic pr'oduct (GDP) was probably somewhat less
 

than in 1971. Production ofrice which had risen at an average
 

annual increase of six perdet in 1970 and 1971, declined in 1972 by
 

some three percent. The 1973 rice crop is expec~ted to be somewhat
 

above what appears to be alonger-term trend of threeto four percent
 

per year. Oil production, which has been expanding at arate of fif

teen percent per annum during th'e past six years, is'estimated to have 

increased by twety-two percent in 1973 to a level of 4~83 million 

barrels. Copper prdcinbegan at the end of 1972.but~ exports for 
1973 will not-meet thei projec~ted targetso 2,01t'sdet 

Nunoxpectod technical diCficultics. Production of timber continued a 

sbtrong upward Qlimnb in 1973 and is projected at 2,000 million cubic. 

motor's or fouirteen' percent highor than in'1972.~
 

Inthe, most important Indonesiant manufacturig...dstry'

grew by thity-e~ percent _intoxtiles-thec quantity of~production 4 2 2>indusriaW1Oerl~4~~w:;:5'<192 tndby about~seventeen percent in;1973-
and, 1971,~ slackened~ ~ growtii whicWhiasee substant ~b~w 1968 
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somewhat in 1972. It is thought that this was the result of a number
of important industries gradually running into capacity constraints.
An upsurge in industrial investment, which started in 1971, is 
now
lessening these constraints, thus enabling substantial industrial
 
growth in 1973 and 1974.
 

B. Prices
 

After several years of general price stability, the price
of rice doubled in the last third of CY 1972 
- largely due to supply

shortages. Although the price of rice declined somewhat during the
first Jive months of 1973, it increased sharply during June, though
it subsequently declined again. 
Rice supplies appear adequate to
last until the next main harvest in April-May 1974 and significant increases in the price of rice are not expected, The prices of other
commodities also began to increase in Indonesia during 1973. 
As a
result, inflation, which was less than ten percent in 1971, and about
twenty percent in 1972 (almost entirely due to the increased price of
rice) will almost certainly exceed twenty-five percent in 1973. 
The
 
causes of this inflation are an unexpectedly Iarge increase in the money supply, primarily due to increased Indonesian export earning's
world-wide inflation coupled with an Ifndonesian devaluation tied to
the U.S. dollar, and increases in domestic demand due to population

and income growth.
 

C. Budgetary and Fiscal Policyl0/
 

GOI routine revenues continue their upward trend. 
 Revenues
increased thirty-nine percent in GOI FY 1972/73 based in major part
on a seventy-six percent increase in oil revenues. 
 In FY 1973/74,

government routine revenues are projected -to rise to 
a level fiftyfive percent higher than last year. 
This estimate is based on
increases in oil and non-oil export earnings and domestic inflation.

Unfortunately, routine expenditures will also grow by 
an estimated

sixty-two percent over actual 1972/73 figures. 
 Nearly half of this
increase is due to substantial amounts of subsidies on commercial
imports of rice, wheat, and sugar. ft appears as if a twenty-five percent increase in the routine budget surplus may be realized during
1973/714. Preliminary budget estimates for 1974/75 indicate asubstantial increase in 
revenues and expenditures. Routine revenues
 are expected to increase, again primarily as result of aa large rise
in oil revenues, but other tax revenues are also expected to expandconsiderably. Routine expenditures are estimated to rise lessrapidly than revenues; the principal reason for the increase would
be a substantial rise in salaries and wages of government employees. 

i0/ Much of this section is based on November 1973 Reports by the

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank

for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) on the Indonesian
 
Economy. 
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Investment levels in Indonesia are still comparatively low,
 
thirteen to fourteen percent of gross national product (GNP) being the
 
most recent estimate. Although private domestic investment, aided by

the medium-term credit program, has expanded rapidly, it is still a 
small part of total investment in the economy. GOI investment, invest
ment by GOI-owned enterprises and by private foreign investment are
 
in the aggregate far larger than private domestic investment. There is
 
considerable evidence however that the principal constraints on domestic
 
investment at this time are not the paucity or caution of domestic
 
enterprise but the limitations on the financing resources available, and
 
the procedural and bureaucratic obstaclts. The reorganization and
 
reactivation of Bapindo (The Indonesian Development Bank), the effort
 
to create several other development finance institutions, and the
 
request by the GOI for project aid for what 
are called "Development Loans
 
through the Banking Syste" are responses to this need, along with
 
efforts to devise additional mechanisms for the stimulation and mobili
zation of private domestic savings.
 

D. Balance of Payments--


Annex X summarizes indonesia's Balance of Payments for 1971/72,
1972/73, estimates for 1973/Th, and projections for 1971/75. 

. During 1971/72, the goods -rid services a(.cowit of the 
balance of payments showed a deficit of $412.0 million. This deficit
 
was $62.0 million higher than that incurred in 1970/7]; a reduced
 
trade surplus accounted for $27.0 million of this increase, and a
 
higher deficit on services accounted for $35.0 million. Miscellaneous
 
capital receipts increase by $75.0 million to $190.0 million as a
 
result of a larger foreign direct invesLient inflow. Receipts from
 
official transfers &nd capital increased by $L'3.O million
 
to $397.0 million, and payments of principal on foreign debt were
 
$107.0 million. Allowing for an allocation of SDR 27.5 million,

equivalent to $30.0 million, and for net errors and omissions of 
$200 million, the 1971/72 balance of payments recorded an overall
 
surplus of $100.0 million, as measured by !iionetary movements as com
pared with a surplus of $2.0 million in 1970/71.
 

Revised balance of payments figiures for 1972/73 indicate
 
a deficit on goods and services of $157.0 million (an increase of
 
$45.0 million over 1971/72), the main rhangEos were an increase of
 
$195.0 million in net exchange receipts from 
the oil sector, a twenty
four percent ($190.0 million) increase in non-oil exports, an increase
 
of $89.0 million in rice imports, an increase of $239.0 million in
 
imports of other commodities, and a $102.0 million increase in the
 
non-oil services account deficit. Receipts from direct private

investment and miscellaneous capital (primarily medium-tegm borrowing
 
by Pertamina) increased $290.0 million. 
Official transfers and
 
capital increased $90.0 million. 
Taking into account net errors and
 
omissions estimated at $21.0 million, an overall surplus of $425.0
 
million was recorded in 1972/73.
 

11/
 

See previous footnote.
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During 1973/74 worldwide demand 
and prices paid for
 

Net oil export earnings are
 
Indonesia's exports have skyrocketed. 


now estimated at $680.0 million, 
seventy percent greater than the
 

Non--oil export earnings are estimated
 level of the Drevious year. 


$737.0 million above 1972/73. 
Because of
 

at $1.71 billion 

domestic shortages and world 
market price increases, 1973/74 

food
 

grain imports of wheat and rice 
are now estimated at $611.0 million
 

Due to domestic inflation and
 
versus $228.0 million in 1972/73. 


from the increased export
and profitshigher personal Incomes 

of other commodities
that 197/741 importsit is expectedearnings, 

million to $2.6 billion., Total
 
will also sharply Increase by 

$7''9.0 
last
 

non-oil sector imports are now 
estimated at $2.6 billion versus 


services account is tentatively
 
year's $1.43 billion. The deficit on 


of these changes isThe net result$603.0 million.at aboutestimated 
goods and services in 1973/74 of about $812.0
 

an expected deficit on 


million versus a $457.0 million 
deficit in 1972/73. Receipts from
 

direct private investment and miscellaneous 
capital is projected
 

Official
 
at $531.0 million, an increase of 

$5L.0 million over 1972/73. 


crow by $144.0 million. Taking

expected to
transfers and capital are 


$13.0 million, an overall 
net errors and omissioll of

into account 
forecast.
surplus of $229.0 million is 


of payments are subject1974/175 balanceForecasts of the 
of recent, extreme

margins of uncertainty because 
to consideroble traded commodities.ternationuilyoC in (
price increases for a number 

goods aLnd serv,: e I ',..,099 i.i oS is projected for 
A deficit on 

L] ion over the 1973/74 
an I ni:riaLe of $',!8.0 mi 

1974/75, representing 
to rise by 67 percent


oil export earnings are epected

deficit. Net 

expoi-ts are projected to increase 
to $1,134 million while non-oil 

may grow by twenty
by only seven percent to $1,827 millio.ll, ion-oil imports 

six percent to $3,267 million in 1974/75, 
asstuning large increases
 

grain imports,
cotton imports, a decline in food 

in fertilizer and 

in all other commodity imports. The surplus on
 

and a moderate rise 
by $242 millign to $773is estimated to riscmiscellaneous capital 

owi a direct in-vestment. 
million, principally because of tiLe m8 

o' capit l r ;egced at $665.0 million,
The official transfers 


An overall surplus of
 
a small. increase over ]9/711.reflecting 

p.o jt te in I97/75.$194.0 million is therefore 

I 2 / E. Debt Service Capacit 

1. Foreign indebtedines,

of the pre-Julyfor the rescheduling 
signed with all

Bilateral agreements 

the Paris Minute have beenwith1966 debts in accordance creditorwith nonparticipating
the participating countries. Agreements 

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern
been concluded withcountries have 


Poland, Romtuia, 
 ald the U.S.S.R.
Germany, Hungary, 

Based on November 1973 IMF Report.
 

http:millio.ll
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According to available data on Indonesia's pre-July 1966 
guaranteed debts,evaluated at exchange rates in effect on June 30, 1973, 
the total principal together with rescheduled contractual interest 
and moratorium interest accrued prior to January 1, 1970, amounted 
to $2,162.6 million; of this total, $750.8 million was owed to the 
participating creditor countries, $1,393.4 million was owed to the 
CMvEA countries, mainland China and Yugoslavia, and $18.4 million was 
owed to other creditor countries. Total interest payments, excluding 
those already rescheduled and moratoriurm interest accrued before 
January 1, 1970, amounted to $289.0 million. With the application 
of the Bisque clause, annual repayments of principal on pre-July 
1966 debts would amount to about $40.1 million during 1973-75; such 
payments rise to a maximum of $99.8 million in 1992-99. In addition 
to the annual interest payment of about $19.0 million during the 
years 1985-99, deferred interest will be paid, which will increase
 
from about $2.4 million in 1.973 to about $15.6 million in 1992, and 
will decline thereafter to about $11.3 million in 1.999. 

Revised data on Indonesia's iloniuaranteed debts outstanding
 
as of December 31, 1972, excluding comliiteents nigainst which delivery
 
of goods and services was subseoueltly c:anceled, indicate that, of the
 
$82.7 million outstanding on June 30, 1966, $69.9 million had been
 
settled through the DICS scheme by August 31, 1973, leaving an amount
 
of $14.7 million outstanding on that lare.
 

Total government loans contri.a : ted from July 1, 1966
 
through June 30, 1973 amount to $3,204.6 mil.ion. Service payments
 
on these loans are estimated at about $69.9 million in 1973 and are
 
expected to increase to about $166.1 million in 1982. Available 
data on other foreign debts of the public sector (primarily foreign 
debts of Pertamina) indicate servir:e payments due in 1973 of $116.0 
million; service payments on the.tsc dtbts are-, expected to increase 
to $215.9 million in 1975 and then decl.ine to about $37.3 million 
in 1982.
 

2. Debt Service Hecluire1iietL;, 

As a result of the rescheduling of Indonesia's pre
1966 external debt, the ratio of debt service requirements to
 
export earnings (oil exports being nt of oil sector service pay
ments) in 1972 was low -- about twelve percent. As a result of 
the sharp increase in export earning.s the debt. service ratio should 
fall to about nine percent in 1973. it should rise appreciably 
throughout the 1970s as grace periods expire on aid received
 
after 1966 and as medium-term obligations fall due, but the debt 
service ratio should remain manageable during the decade. Taking 
into account service payments on rescheduled loans, total service 
payments on public sector externail debts amount to $228.4 million 
in 1973, $358.4 million in 1975 and will equal $280.7 million by
 
1982. See the schedule of payments due on external debts at Annex XI.
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Aid from the IGGI donors has been extended on
 
concessional terms approximating the standards set by the DAC and
 
other donors have gradually been softening the terms of their
 
concessional aid. 
We feel that A.I.D.'s most concessional terms -
forty years, including a ten-year 
grace period with two percent interest
 
during the grace period and three percent thereafter continue to be
 
appropriate for Indonesia.
 

With the soft terms of the loan proposed herein,
 
particularly the ten-year grace period, the overall rescheduling 
of old debts already agreed upon, i.id
the potential for Indonesia's
 
export expansion, the repayment prospects for the proposed loan
 
appear reasonable. Our assessment of Indonesia's repayment prospects

is shared by other IGGI donors.
 

VII. LOAN ADMINISTRATION
 

A. Timatable for Administration
 

Loan authorization 
 May 197)4
 

Contracts placed for DDT and
 
equipment procurement for
 
delivery by October 197)4 
 May 1971,
 

Execute Loan Agreement June 1974
 

Initial CPs met 
 August 1974
 

Initial letter of commitment
 
issued to reimburse GOI for
 
early DDT shipments arid
 
equipment procured. August 1974
 

Contracts placed and letters
 
of commitment issued for
 
DDT procurement for each
 
following year 975, 1976,
 
1977, 1978 January each year
 

Final disbursement January 1.979
 

B. Terminal Dates for Conditions Precedent, Disbursement
 
Authorizations and Disbursements 

1. Conditions precedent to issuing initial letters of
commitment will be met withini two month: of' nsg ofof'r,--I.the Joaizi 

2. The terminal date for requstri f'or rew (Ji;:tburnI: t,

authorizations will be 
 sixty monthsi ,tt(:1 the o)f:rate I Ip I ii,: ,,,,rl 
agreement.
 

3. The terminal date for disbursement will be seventy-two
 
months after the date of signing the loan agreement. This permits

time for completion of the five-year project and final accounting
 
and disbursement.
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C. Conditions Precedent to Initial Letters of Commitment 

1. Opinion of the Indonesian Minister of Justice or
 
other legal counsel satisfactory to AID that the loan agreement
 
has 	been duly authorized or ratified by and executed on behalf
 
of the Borrower and is a valid and legally bi-ding obligation
 
in accordance with its terms.
 

2. 	 Names of the persons who will act as representatives 
of the Borrower together with evidence of their authority and
 
specimen signature of each. 

3. 	Signing by the Borrower and the World Health
 
Organization of the Plan of Operation for the malaria control 
program for Indonesia for the years 1974-1979. 

4. Written assurance by the Borrower that the 
accelerated training for malaria control personnel necessary to
 
initiate the project is being carried out or arrangements made 
and 	funding provided therefor. 

5. Written assurance of the establishment of (a) a 
budgetary allocation for the project for the first fiscal year 
in which funds will be required and (b) an approved payment 
authorization in the amount required for the first three months 
of project operations. 

6. Contracts in accordance with AID Capital Projects 
Guidelines for procurement of project commodities and equipment 
as appropriate.
 

D. 	Conditions Precedent to Issuing Letters of Commitment
 
for Commodity Procurement for each of the following
 
Project Years
 

1. Written assurance of the establishment of (a) a 
budgetary allocation for the project for the fiscal year in which
 
funds will be required reflecting an increase over the preceding
 
year budget at a rate agreed upon by AID and (b)an approved
 
payment authorization in the amount required for the first three 
months of project operations for that fiscal year. For the later 
three years of the project the budgetary allocation shall include 
provisions for replacement of transportation and other equipment
 
at a level and timing approved by AID.
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2. Contracts in accordance with AID Capital Projects

Guidelines for procurement of project commodities, equipment

and services as appropriate.
 

E. Borrower Covenants
 

1. Make available to the executing agency on atimely basis any Indonesian currency or third country foreign

exchange necessary for implementation and completion of the
project and any foreign exchange necessary to complete the

project if the loan proceeds are not sufficient.
 

2. Assist the executiag agency to carry out the
project or cause the project to be carried out with due
diligence and efficiency and in conformity with sound medical,
technical, financial, administrative and management practices,
and any plans, schedules and other arrangements together with
all modifications therein approved by AD. 

3. Carry out its obligations and assist the executing
agency to carry out its obligations under the Plan of Operation
for the malaria program for the period 197h-1979 agreed to by

the Borrower and the World Health Organization.
 

4. Ensure that the executing agency carries out

for the vehicles and equipment financed 
by the loan proceeds

an effective program of maintenance and repair to assist in

achievement of the purposes of the project.
 

5. Upon completion of the project, maintain a con
tinuing malaria control program for the islands of Java, Baliand Madura at a level to ensure continuation of the stage of
control achieved by the project for those islands, and carry
forward with a sustaining malaria control program for the
 
Outer Islands at a level to be agreed upon by AID at the com
pletion of this project.
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Budget Allocation for Malaria Control Program
During the First Five-Year Development Program (Pelita I) 

(in U.S. Dollar Equivalent:$1.OO=Rp.415)
 

FISCAL YEAR DEPARTMENT DIRECTORATE MALARIA RATIO RATIO
 
OF HEALTH GEINAL CDC CONTROL MCP/DOH MCP/CDC 

PROGRAM (in h) (in %)
1969/70 9,962,.882 2,151,807 1,335,442 13.4 62.0 

1970/71 10,602,410 2,524,210 1,526,576 14.4 
 60.5
 

1971/72 11,325,301 4,050,836 2,614,458 23.1 64.5
 

1972/73 13,455,422 4,327,711 2,726,265 20.2 62.9
 

1973/74 15,715,663 4,963,855 3,069,880 
 19.5 61.8
 

Total $61,061,678 $18,018,419 $11,272,621
 

Expenditures for Malaria Control Program for FY 1972/73 
and FY 1973/74. (in U.S. Dollar Equivalent 

$i. 00=Rp. 415) 

(Estimated) 
FY 1972/73 FY 1973/74

%of % of 
Total 
 Total
 

INCENTIVE PAY FOR FIELD WORKERS 456,407 16.7 454,342 14.8
 

MATERIAL COSTS (DDT, DRUGS, OTHERS) 1,566,791 57.5 1,970,863 64.2 

EQUIRMENT COSTS (INCL. VEHICLES, 236,667 8.7 199,542 6.5 
SPRAYERS)


HANDLING AND TRANSPORTATION COSTS 4.3 4.6
116,825 141,214 

SUPERVISORY TRAVEL COSTS 
 140,555 5.2 98,236 3.2
 

IMPORT DUTY (CUSTOMS) 168,675 6.2 162,704 5.3 

CONSTRUCTION COSTS 
 4,048 0.1 12,280 0.4 

OTHER (INCL. FIELD WORKER TRAINING) 35,331 1.3 30,699 1.0 

ADJSTNT 
 966
 

TOTAL $2,726,265 100 $3,069,880 100 

Source: 
 Report of a Review of the Malaria Control Program of Indonesia;
 
June 15 - July 27, 1972; USAID/Indonesia. July 1972.
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STRUCTURE OF THE HEALTH SERVICES
 

The Minister of Health is responsible to the Cabinet for
the country's health services. Under the Minister of Health,

the Secretazy-General is responsible for all administrative
 
functions of planning, organizing, staffing, training, co
ordinating, reporting, budgeting and evaluating. The executive

functions have been delegated to three directors-general

respectively in charge of medical care, pharmacy and communi
cable diseases control.
 

The Directorate-General of Communicable Disease Control

is responsible for prevention, control and eradication of

communicable diseases. 
 It has five directorates under it:
 

1. Directorate of Epidemic Diseases with special units
 
for malaria, smallpox, cholera, enteritis, zoonoses
 
and research in communicable diseases
 

2. Directorate of Endemic Diseases including tubercu
losis, yaws, leprosy, filariasis and venereal
 
diseases
 

3. Directorate of Quarantine
 

4. Directorate of Environmental Sanitation
 

5. Directorate of Laboratory Services
 

Peripheral Health Services
 

The country is divided into 26 Provinces and in respect

of health services, each province enjoys considerable autonomy.

The Central Health Directorates function in a consultative
 
capacity.
 

The Provincial Health Department is part of the Provincial

Government. The organization of a Provincial Health Department
 

SOURCE:
 
GOI-WHO Plan of Operation for
 
Indonesian Malaria Control (1973).
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follows the same pattern as that of the Department of Hea. ;h.
The Director of the provincial health services is responsible
to the governor of the province for administrative and
operational matters and to the Minister of Health for medical
and technical matters. The organization of the Kabupaten
(district) health office also follows the central organization
pattern. 
The Kabupaten health officer is administratively

responsible to the head of the district government (Bupati)
and technically to the Director of the provincial health
services. 
The Kecamatan (sub-district) is the level of the
health organization which delivers services in health units
and health centers. Hospitals are generally at the Kabupaten

level.
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Organizational Relationships of Malaria Control Programme
 

Minister ------------------ 1 
of Health 4+-+ *t4-+++ 

Directorate-----------------
General, IM 4- + + 4-j4- A

Diri~torate-----------
PW * 4- +446P+ +W+, 

MCP ection+ 
(Tjiloto Training+ Center) 

+
 
Provincial ---------------

Inspector of *
 
Health (Lab. J
 
training) *
 

+@ 
 Dirdctorate,----------------

(Lab. for checking !
 
I + & backlog) *
 
I+ Diretorate, ------------ *
 
1+ P3W
 

+ Malaria Section
 
4 (Training acti| vities)
 

kabupaten Chief------------
of Health 
Service J 
(DDT storage & 
distribution) PM Setion---------------------------------

Malar Sub-

I section (Lab. 

for primary exam-
I ination & checking) 

lecamatan Health-------
Servi'ce (Public S 
Health Center P4m bsection --------------------------------

MCP Subdistrict 
(field laboratory) 

MCP Filld
 
Operations
 

SOURCE: 
Report of a Review of the Malaria Control Program of Indonesia,
 
June 15 to July 27, 1972; USAID/Indonesia July 1972.
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P4M: Communicable Disease Control

P3W: Eradication, Control and Epidemic .Prevention 
MCP: Malaria Control Programme 

--- - Lines of administrative direction 
++4-- Flow of planning documents
*C 4 Lines of technical advice and consultation 
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INDONESIA - MALARIA CONTROL 

IMPLEMENTATION TABLES 
& 

ESTIMATED CASES 

Table A -- AIl-Indonesia, 1965-1979 

Table B -- Java, Bali, and Madura
 

Table C -- Outer Islands
 

Table D -- All-Indonesia 1979-1980 
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ALL-INDONESIA, 1965 - 1979 

GOI 	Budget DDT in DDT Equipment Total Estimated Cases (000s)
 

US $ Equiv. Metric Value Value Costs Java/ Outer
 
($000) Bali Islands Total
Year ($000) Tons ($000) ($000) ** 


65/66 9,272 368 NA
 

66/67 663 129 NA 40 5,310 5,350
 

NA 62 5,490 5,552
67/68 41 6 


68/69 7 0 NA 	 80 5,670 5,750
 

GOI GOI 

69/70 1,335 81 Financed Financed 1,335 390 5,850 6,240 

H 70/71 1,528 591 " " 1.528 468 6,030 6,498 

" 71/72 2,614 1,020 	 2,614 291 6,210 6,501
 

1.420 	 " 2,725 595 6,390 6,98572/73 2,725 


3,070 1,112 6,570 7,682
73/74 3,070 1,400 


74/75 3,446 5,300* 5,391 1,849.4 10,686.4 2,000 6,750 8,750
 

75/76 3,790 3,750 4,282.5 - 8,072.5 1,200 6,945 8,145 

-

F76/77 4,169 3,750 4,710 (I00)* 8,879 560 7,125 7,685
 

-4	 
4,146 (100) 8,732 280 7,320 7,600

4 77/78 4,586 3,000 
P4 

(150) 9,606 160 7,153 7,313
78/79 5,046 3,000 4,560 

5 yr.
 
Total 21.037 18,800 23,089.5 1,849.4 45,975.9 **
 

from 	74/75 base.
Assumptions: 1. GOI Budget for malaria control increases l0%/yr 


2. DDT CIF costs are calculated at $900/MT for January iQ74. Arril
 
1974 prices are set at $1,038/MT. Annual ten percent increases are assumed thereafter.
 

3. Equipment: 171 4-wh. vehicles, 77% allocated to Java/Bali

"I " " 73% " 836 	 2 " 

" " 8,670 Bicycles 86% " 
"" 5,500 Spraycans 60% " 

120 Outbd.Motors 0% " " " 

* 800 MT DT prefinanced for June 74 

** Included already in GOT total budget figure forequipment replacement FY 76-79. 

*** Plux eat. $205,000 research costs. 
.xx. 	 :,500,00 ol' t;his amount and any additional amount 'equired for T)DT or other foreigr 

exchange itemn w.111 be provided by the GOT. Thlius the GOI budget for the project 

is estimated at 1:21.5 million. 
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Javr, Bali and Madura
 

GOI Budget DDT Equip.
 
Total US $ J, B & M DDT Value Value Total Estimated
 

Year Equivalent Allocation MTs ($000) ($000)**- ($000) Cases
 

74/75 3,446 3,135 4.900* 4,984 1,424 9,543 2,000,000
 

75/76 3,790 3,296 3,250 3,711.5 0 7,007.5 1,200,000
 

76/77 4,169 3,627 3,250 4,082 (75) 7,709 560,000
 

77/78 4,586 3,439 2,250 3,109.5 (75) 6,548.5 280,000
 

78/79 5,046 3,381 2,000 3,040 (I00) 6,421 160,000
 

5 year
 
Total 21,037 161878 15,650 18,927 1,424 37,229
 

Assumptions:
 

1. % GOI Budget allocated to Java, Bali, and Madura = % DDT of total
 
used on Java, Bali and Madura.
 

2. 	All assumptions listed on Table A.
 

* Prefinanced DDT. 

** 	 Included in GOI Java, Bali and Madura budget for replacement equipment 
FY 76-79. 
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Outer Islands
 

GOI Budget 
 DDT Vquip.
Total US Allocation 
 DDT Value Value Total
Year $ Equiv. to Out. Is. Estimated*
Mrs ($000) ($000)** ($000) 
 Cases
 

74/75 3 446 
 311 400 407 
 425.4 1143. 
 5%
 

75/76 3,790 
 494 500 
 571  1,065 15% Population
 

76L77 4,169 
 542 500 
 628 (25) 1,170 15% Population
 

77/78 4,586 
 I,147 750 1,036.5 (25) 
 2,183.5 14% Population
 

78/79 -5,046 1,665. 
 1,000 1520 
 (50) 3182 
 13% Population
 

5 year

Total 21,037 4,159 
 3,150 4,162.5 
 425.4 8,746.9
 

* See Table A for estimated cases in real numbers.
 

Assumption, same as Table B
 
** Included in GOI Outer Islands budget for replacement equipment FY 76-79.
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All-Indonesia 1979-1980
 

1. GOI Total Budget - U. S. Dollar equiv. - ($000) $7,474
 

Allocated to Java, Bali and Madura
 
(Approx. 1,000 IT DDT est. cases 100,000) 2,989
 

3. Allocated to Outer Islands
 
(Approx. 1,500 MT DDT - est. 13%
 
malaria prevelance) 4,485
 

Total $7,474
 

Note: 	 Estimate for replacement equipment not included.
 
Will depend upon assessment at end initial five
year program.
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BASIC EPIDEMIOLOGICAL FACTORS
 

Vectors and Transmission Season
 

In Java, Bali and Madura there are 2 main vectors: A.
 
aconitus and A. sundaicus.
 

A. aconitus is a typical rice field breeder, which
 
usually reaches a peak density around March-April-May in areas
where a single crop is grown annually. In areas where there
 
are two crops there is usually a secondary peak around Septem
ber-October-November. 
The species is largely zoophilic and

mainly associated with water buffaloes. 
It is also considered
 
to be highly exophilic and found mostly resting in bushes and
 
hollows along stream banks.
 

A. sundaicus is the main vector along the South Coast of

Java and breeds in the brackish lagoons of the South Coast. 
 Its
density increases at the end of the dry season and usually

reaches a peak density around September and December with a
 
secondary peak between March and May.
 

A. maculatus and A. subpictus are considered to be second
ary vectors.
 

In the Outer Islands there are other vectors, i.e.,
hyrcanus, A. leucosphyrus group, A. umbrosus group. 
A.
 

In Irian

Jaya the main vectors belong to the A. punctulatus group.

Transmission is apparently perennial in the Outer Islands.
 

Vector Resistance
 

a) A. sundaicus - Development of resistance to DDT by A.

sundaicus was first reported in 1954 in Jakarta and Cirebon
 
(North Coast of Java). 
 After the use of Dieldrin this vector
 
has disappeared from that area. 
Development of resistance to

Dieldrin by A. sundaicus on the South Coast of Java was reported

for the first time in 1959 from Yogyakarta.
 

SOURCE:
 
GOI-WHO Plan of Operation for
 
Indonesian Malaria Control Program (1973.
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b) A. aconitus - Development of resistance to Dieldrin
 
by A. aconitus was reported for the first time from Subah
 
(Central Java) in 1959 after three years of spraying (six

rounds at 0.5 g/m2). During the period 1962-1964 double
 
resistance (Dieldrin-DDT) was reported from large areas of
 
Central Java. A. aconitus is now resistant in large areas of
 
Central Java including Yogyakarta Province, and in three
 
Kabupaten of the western part of East Java.
 

DDT is still used to control malaria in A. aconitus DDT
 
resistant areas. Study projects are being carried out in !ast
 
Java and Yogyakarta to assess the impact of DDT on malaria
 
transmission in such areas.
 

Parasites
 

The three parasites encountered presently in Java are:
 

P. falciparum - approximately 50% (57% in 1972)

P. vivax - approximately 50% (43% in 1972)
 
P. malaria - less than 1%
 

In the Outer Islands P. falciparum is usually the pre
dominant species, while in Bali P. vivax is the predominant
 
species.
 

There is presently no indication of P. falciparum resist
ance to chloroquine.
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ACCELERATED MALARIA TRAINING FOR 1974
 

Duration
 
1. 	 Basic Malaria Control training for 
 3 weeks


30 Kabupaten physicians from Java,
 
Bali 	and Madura.
 

2. 	 Basic Malaria Control Training for 2 weeks

38 Kabupaten physicians outside Java
 
and Bali (Outer Islands).
 

3. 	 Refresher courses for 113 Kabupaten 
 2 weeks

malaria control chiefs and operations

section chiefs.
 

4. 	 Refresher courses for 1352 sector 
 9 days

malaria control chiefs.
 

5. 	 Driver and Motorscooter training 
 + 1 	week
 
(1000 persons).
 

6. 	 Field Worker training

A. 	Mosquito Collection (outside Java)-
 7 days


348 	persons.
 

B. 	Surveillance workers (outside Java)- 7 days
for blood examinations-348 persons.
 

C. 	Spraymen, 3861 persons. 
 7 days
 

SOURCE:
 
GOI 	Department of Health
 
Directorate General of Communicable Disease Control 
(1973).
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INDONESIA - MALARIA CONTROL PROGRAM 

Equipment Schedule 

ITEM QUANTITY EST. COST C&F 

($Us) 

Jeep CJ-5 and CJ-6 171 960,716
 

Motorcycles 836 304,304
 

Outboard Motors 120 64,240
 

Bicycles 8,670 251,430
 

Sprayers 5,500 231,942
 

sub-total $1,812,632
 

plus contingency-approx. 37,000
 

TOTAL $1,849,632
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LMPACT-.OFTHE, :PROJECT ON ENVIRONMENT 

The environmental "impact of using DDT in,*,ma aria control 
programs has,been thoroughly considered ,by and h 
Public Hlealth Service 'cas wela y the:'GOI. Th4~~ii r 
all in agreement DDT is thesa'fest: andmo6t:6.fective in
secicide for use n malaria contriolanddoes, reaen the 

en-,,ronment when iis applied by Ithe sta-ndardized niethods recoin 
*mended by WHO arid AID as is the case. for. Indoneia'. 

'l1)The DDT is sprayed O'nly'ori~hurfaces wh&ee'it',will not> 
wash ,away, .e. on the inside of.walls of.houses and on
sheltered areas of adjacent buidings.Thusit is uh
likely that-any appreciable amoun otsf:DDT.canrescape into 
the soil and subsequently into groundwate r or. streams. 

- .	 2) DDT is characterized.by low volatilityiand'none of it 
escapes into the atmosphere. . 

3) WHO advisers are provided to ensure prprspraying
 
and storing 	of the DDT.
 

WHO and the 	U.S. Public Health Service both have-responsi
bilities in the broad field of human health and have available 
to them the world's leading experts in the field 'ofpesticide 
use, toxicology of pesticides and the safe handling and proper 
use of pesticides. Both organizations are on record to the 
effect that DDT is the cheapest, most effective and the safest 
insecticide available for use as a residual wal"spray to cont
rol malaria 	mosquitoes. IrA 

* Dr. Steinfeld, Surgeon-General of the United States Public
 
Health Service -in testifying before the EPA hearings on DDT
 
stated, "The safety record for the use of DDT in the malaria 
eradication program is nothing short of phenomenal. Although
billions of pounds have been used in anti-malaria programs 
during the past quarter of a century, there is no record of 
illness ,attributable to DDT resulting directly from the normal 
spraying operations among either the hundreds of thousands of" 
spraymen or the hundreds of millions of occupants of DDT 
treated 'homes." 

In a WHO publication entitled, "The Place of DDTin Oper
ations Against Malaria and.Other Vector- Dieases," an
 

-Bhe Dieaes,"a
 

http:characterized.by
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assessment of environmental contamination from the use of DDT

in antimalarial operations is given as 
follows:
 

"Whereas damage to wildlife has sometimes followed the application of DDT in agricultural and forestry practice, the 
same

risks do not now accompany the use of DDT in antimalaria operations. Since the vast majority of the DDT used in the control
of malaria is applied as 
a residual spray indoors, only a small
fraction of the insecticide is likely to involve any direct
contamination cf the environment. 
 This, however, may take place
during the process of spraying the houses with DDT, when a certain amount of contamination of the floor and immediately surrounding soil outside does take place. 
Some measurements have
indicated that about 6% of the spray is deposited on 
the floor
inside and some 2% on the outside soil around the houses. The
deposit outside houses, if calculated for rural areas with an
average of 100 inhabitants per square km, as 
in parts of tropical

Africa, would amount to a DDT input of 10 g per hectare; it will
be seen that this is 200 times less than a standard DDT application of 2 kg per hectare as employed on 
cotton crops. Moreover,
whereas only one or two applications are made to houses per year,
multiple applications are made to cotton during its growing
season. 
 The DDT sprayed on the inside walls and falling to the
floor is held by those surfaces. Hence, provided the insecticide is used indoors as in the case of antimalaria operationa,

it would appear that there is little possibility of the insecticide contaminating the surrounding local vegetation and water
 
sources that would endanger wildlife."
 

In summary; DDT is 
one of the safest chemical compounds
in large-scale use today. 
The method of application of DDT in
malaria programs, as 
a residual spray, almost entirely confines
the compound to the surfaces in homes in which it 
is applied,

making the environmental impact exceedingly small. 
 The forced
substitution of another insecticide for DDT might result in
significantly more hazard to applicators than can be demon
strated for DDT at present.
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EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED MALARIA CONTROL PROGRAM ON
 
NON-ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY PARAMETERS
 

Cost-benefit criterion is not the sole determinant for
evaluation of the program. 
Apart from the social and humanitarian benefits derived from improved standards of health,
the persona. and public social satisfaction, at least three

other parameters deserve mention: 1) employment generation,
2) redistribution of wealth, and 3) effect on population

growth rate.
 

The employment generation variable of the program can be
generally estimated. 
The majority of new employment will be
spray men to spray the additional houses. 
The output per spray
man is reasonably estimated about 7.5 houses per day (slightly
less in the Outer Islands and more on Java, Bali and Madura).
Additional support personnel for equipment repair, transportat
ion and supervision add about thirty-three percent to the
number of added employees. Accordingly, the additional employ
ment generated for the Java, Bali and Madura program will total
about 5750 man-years over the period of the program at an
 average annual amount of approximately 1150 man-years. 
 For the
Outer Islands these figures will totalabout 1200 man-years for
the period of the program, with an annual average of 240 
manyears. 
 The new employment generated would in general require
no 
special skills except for literacy for most of the workers.
 

T 1 redistribution of income aspects of the program are
indicated by the discussion at Section V of the Capital Assistance Paper (CAP). Since malaria control is 
a problem of rural
 areas, and in Java, Bali and Madura most of the vectors are
closely related to rice culture, the program represents a redistribution of income from those populations who make the
largest contribution to GOI 
revenues 
(largely urban, manufact
uring, trade, etc. 
through customs 
and excise taxation) to the
rural populations. 
The extent of 
 !tis transfer is essentiallv
the benefits set forth in 
part I) of Section V of the CAP or
s 
a LW.L of' pprox:i.riateiy m13. Hll ion equivalent ',ir Java, Baliand M'durn abolt 1.6)U ,qii ivnlent for the Outer Islands based on the
discussion Jollowing Table )i, 
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The proposed program will have minimal effect on rate of
population increase on Java, Bali and Madura. 
This is due to
the relatively low incidence of the disease and infrequency of
recurrent infections which appears to be one of the main determinants of mortality. 
For the Outer Islands, the situation is
different and there would probably be an increase in the rate
of natural population increase due to the obverse of the same
factors: 
 the prevalence of malaria and effect on mortality of
recurrent malaria infections. 
As indicated in the discussion
in Section V of the CAP, the data concerned for this question
cannot be adequately estimated or quantified beyond this type

of general conclusion.
 



--

Indonesia: 
 Balance of Payments Summary,
 
1971/72-1974/75
 

(In millions of U.S. dollars)
 

1971/72 1972/73 
 1973/74 1974/75

Actuals 
 Actuals 
 Estimates Projections
 

A. 	Goods and services 
 -412 -457 -812 
 -11099
 
Oil 	(net) 
 399
Non-oil 	

204 680 1,134

-616 -856 
 -1,492 -2,233
Exports 
 (784) (974) (1,711) (1,827)
Imports 
 (-1,110) (-1,438) 
 (-2,600) (-3,267)
Services 
 (-290) (-392) 
 (-603) (-793)
 

B. 	Miscellaneous capital 
 90l 480 
 531 773
 

Direct investment 
 186 254 
 337 
 553
 
Other 
 4 215 194 
 240
 

C. 	Debt service payments -107 
 -106 -134 
 -145
 
Pre-July 1966 debts 
 -70 -57
Post-July 1966 debts 	 -78 -78
-37 -49 -56 
 -67
 

D. 	Net errors and omissions 
 2 
 21 
 13
 

E. 	Official transfers and

capital 
 348 
 631 
 665
 
Program loans & grants 
 283 342 386 
 300
Non-food 
 (184) (194) (284)
Food 	 (200)


(99) (148) (102) (100)
Project loans & grants 
 114 145 230 
 300Other--
-- 15 65
 

F. 	Total A through E 
 70 425 229 
 194
 
G. 	Allocation of SDRs 
 30 


11. 	 Monetary movemen.ts 
(increase in assets -) -100 
 -425 
 -229 
 -194
 

Source: 
 November 1973 International Monetary Fund Report
 

http:movemen.ts


Indonesia: Payments Due on 
Pblic Sector External Debts Contracted as of
 
June 30, 1973Y ?/
 

(In millions of U.S. dollars)
 

New Debts
 

Government 
 Other Public Sector'/
 

Old Debt8/ Principal2/ Interest Principal Interest TotAl
 

1973 4a.5 22.6 47.3 80.3 35.7 228.4 

1974 43.3 27.7 57.5 129.8 44.8 303.1 
1975 44.1 37.2 61.2 152.2 63.7 358.4 
1976 66.0 38.9 61.5 137.9 46.1 350.4 
1977 66.o 49.1 61.9 114.4 38.6 330.0 
1978 77.3 64.5 61.2 62.0 31.2 296.2 

1979 77.3 76.2 59.5 38.3 25.6 276.9 
1980 77.3 92.6 57.5 27.8 21.6 276.8 
1981 77.3 99.3 56.6 18.2 20.0 271.4 
1982 77.3 110.7 55.4 18.2 19.1 280.7 

1983 and 
after 1,803.1 2,552.5 6925 181.0 65.5 2,384.6 
Total 2,541.5 3,171.3 1,272.1 960.1 411.9 8,356.9 

Source: 
 IMF based on data supplied by Indonesian authorities.
 

1/ Excluding obligations of less than 181 days and liabilities of the banking
 
system.
 

2/ Data based on market exchange rates on June 30, 1973.
 

This includes available data on loans to state enterprises, local government

and government agnacies based on loan agreements signed through October 12,
 
1973.
 

3-Comprise debts contracted prior to July 1, 1966. 
The full use of the option

to defer part of the repayment of principal has been assumed in this
 
presentation.
 

Excluding $33.3 million paid during 1968 through 1972.
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INDONESIA - MALARIA CONTROL 

COUNTRY TEAM RECOMMENDATION 

Subject loan will be of significant economic and social benefit 
to Indonesia, is consonant with overall United States objectives 
in Indonesia and constitutes an important element in the United 
States assistance program for this country. The Country Team 
accordingly recommends approval. 

Richard M. Cashin 
Director, USAID Indonesia 

DvdH 'Ch 

Counselor for Commercial Affairs 

December 6, 1973 

Date 
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INDONESIA - MALARIA CONTROL 
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 611 (e) OF 

THE FOREIGN ASSISTANCE ACT OF 1961, AS AMENDED 

I, Richard M. Cashin, the principal officer of the Agency for
 
International Development in Indonesia, having taken into
 
account among other things:
 

the previous experience of the Government of Indonesia
 
in association with AID and the World Health Organization in
 
implementing extensive malaria control activities; and
 

the commitment of the Government of Indonesia to carrying
 
out an effective malaria control program as evidenced by its
 
increasing scale of effort during the first Five-Year Plan (1969
1974), do hereby certify that in my judgment Indonesia has the
 
financial and human resources capability to implement, maintain
 
and utilize effectively subject capital assistance project for
 
malaria control. This judgment is based on the following:
 

1. The Covernment of Indonesia will agree to the obli
gations to be included in the authorization for subject
 
capital assistance project, including signing with the World
 
Health Organization an agreed Plan of Operation satisfactory
 
to AID for implementation of the Indonesi i malaria control
 
program; and
 

2. Adequate planning ior project implementation and 
sufficient financial support for timely and effective project 
execution will be provided if the Government of Indonesia 
complies with the program set forth in the Capital Assistance 
Paper. / 

Richard M. Cashin
 
Director, USAID Indonesia
 

Date
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CAPITAL ASSISTANCE LOAN AUTHORIZATION
 

Provided from: Development Loan Funds
 
(Indonesia: Malaria Control)
 

Pursuant to the authority vested in the Administrator of the
 
Agency for international Development (hereinafter called 
"AID)

by the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, and the
 
delegations of authority Issued thereunder, I hereby authorize
 
the 	establishment of a loan pursuant to Part I, Chapter 2,
 
Title I, the Development Loan Fund, to the Government of the
 
Republic o± Indonesia (hereinafter called "GOI") of not toexceed
 
Twenty-Four million, Seven Hundred Thousand Dollars ($24,700,000) to assist i:
 
financing the foreign exchange and a portion of the local costs
 
of a malaria control project in Indonesia, this loan to be
 
subject to the following terms and conditions:
 

1. 	 Terms of Repayment and Interest Rate
 
The principal of the loan shall be repaid in 
full
 

within forty (40) years from the date of the first disburse
ment uinder the loan, and such repayment shall include a grace

period ot not to exceed ten (10) years from the date of first
 
disbursement. The interest on 
the loan shall be two percent

(2%) per annum on the disbursed balance of the loan during the
 
first ten years from the date of first disbursement under the
 
loan and three percent (3%) per annum for the remaining thirty
 
years.
 

2. 	Currencvy of_.jepavrvint
 
Provision shall be made for repayment of the loan and
 

payment of the interest in United States dollars.
 

3. 	Other.Terms aN:1 Conditions
 
a. 	 Unless AID otherwise agrees in writing:
 

(1) Equipment, materials and services financed

under the loan shall have their source and origin in Indonesia
 
and countries included in AID Geographic Code 941;
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(2) The GOI shall agree, either in the form of
 
appropriate conditions precedent or covenants, or both, that
 
it will:
 

(a) Sign with the World Health Organization an

agreed Plan of Operation satisfactory to AID providing for
 
implementation of the Indonesian malaria control program and
 
carry out its obligations under such Plan of Operation;
 

(b) Ensure timely availability of Indonesian
 
currency and foreign exchange for the project at such levels
 
and unde. such arrangements and timing as AID may agree; and
 

(c) Upon completion of the project to be financed
 
by the loan, maintain a continuing malaria control program at
 
a level to be agreed upon by AID.
 

b. The loan shall be subject to such other terms and
 
conditions as AID may deem advisable.
 

Administrator
 

Date
 



AID-DLC/P-2023
STATUTORY CHIECKLIST April 1974 

I. FULFILLMENT OF STATUTORY OBJECTIVES 

A. Needs Which the Loan is Addressing 

1. FAA Section 103. Discuss the extent 
 This project will alleviate
 
to which the loan will alleviate starvation, starvation, hunger and
 
hunger and malnutrition, and will provide malnutrition through

basic services to poor people enhancing improvement in the health
 
their capacity for self-help. 
 of the rural poor permitting
 

greater agricultural
 
productivity (enhancing
 
their capacity for self
help) as well as opening
 
up new agricultural
 
areas formerly little used
 
because they were malarial.
 

2. FAA Section 104. Discuss the 
 This project will reduce
 
extent to which the loan will increase the incidence of malaria
 
the opportunities and motivation for 
 through household
 
family planning; will reduce the rate 
 spraying of DDT. Presump
of population growth; will prevent 
 tive and radical treatment
 
and combat disease; 
and will help provide will be available on Java,
 
health services for the great majority of 
 Bali, and Madura;

the population. 
 suppressive drugs on the
 

Outer Islands.
 
3. FAA Section 105. Discuss the The project includes
 

extent to which the loan will reduce
 
illiteracy, extend basic education, and 
 training of local
 
increase manpower training in skills 
 personnel in malaria
 
related to development, 
 control. 

4. FAA Section 106. Discuss the By improving general health
 
extent to which the loan will help solve 
 among the population and
 
economic and social development problems thereby the ability of
 
in fields such as transportation, power, the rural people to play a

industry, urban development, and export 
 greater role in the activities
 
development. 
 of the country, this project
 

will contribute appreciably to

5. FAA Section 107. Discuss the 
 economic and social development.

extent to which the loan will support the Increased agricultural
general economy of the recipient productivity as a result of 
country; or will support development improved general health and 
progriuns conducted by private or inter- opening of new areas to
 
national organizations. 
 settlement is a basic
 

economic benefit that will
 
assist the economy to grow.
 



B. Use of Loan Funds
 

1. FAA Section 109. 
 Have the funds 

with which the loan is to be made been
 
authorized for an account different from
 
the account from which the loan is to be
 
made? (i.e., 
have the funds been trans
ferrpd from another account?). If so,
 
(a) do the funds so transferred exceed
 
15% of the 
 total funds made available for 
the account from which the funds were 
transferred? (b) do the total funds so
 
transferred exceed 25% of the funds made
 
available for the account pursuant to which
 
the loan is to be made? (c) has a deter
mination been made that such a transfer is
 
necessary? 
 (d) has the authority of
 
Sections 610(a) or 
614 (a) of the FAA been
 
used to effect the transfer of funds?
 

2. FAA Section 110. 
Has the intended 

recipient country provided satisfactory 

assurances that it will provide at least 

25% of the costs of the entire program, 
project or activity with respect to which 
such assistance is to be furnished under 
Sections 103 - 107 of the FAA?
 

3. FAA Section 111. Discuss the 

extent to which the loan will strengthen

the participation of the urban and rural 

poor in their country's development, and 

will assisL in the development of 

cooperatives which 
till enable and 

encourage greater numbers of poor people 

to help themselves toward a better life.
 

4. FAA Section112. Will any part
of the loan be used to conduct any

police training or related program (other

than assistance rendered under Section
 
515(c) of the Omnibus Crime Control and
 
Safe Streets Act of 1968 or with respect
 
to any authority of the Drug Enforcement
 
Administration or the FBI) in 
a foreign
 
country?
 

5. FAA Section113. Describe the 
extent to which the programs, projects 

or activities to be financed under the loan 

give particular attention to the integration

of women into the national economy of the 

recipient country. 


No.
 

Satisfactory assurances have
 
been obtained that the
 
GOI will provide at least 45%
 
of the costs of the entire
 
program.
 

This loan will improve the
 
health of the rural poor,
 
enabling them to increase
 
their agricultural produc
tivity and their chances
 
for participation in
 
development.
 

No.
 

The loan will directly bene
fit both women and men by
 
reducing the incidence of
 
malaria andb.r providing
 
treatment. Furthermore, the
 
director of the malaria control
 

program & the Director General
 
of Communicable Disease Control 
are both women.
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6. FAA Section 114. Will any part
of the loan be used to pay for the 
performance of abortions as a method of 
family planning or to motivate or coerce 
any person to practice abortions? 

No. 

II. COUNTRY PERFORMANCE 

A. Progress Towards Country Goals 

1. FAA @§201(b)(5), 201(b)(7),
201(b)(8)2 20b. Discuss the extent 
to which the country is: 

(a) Making appropriate efforts 
to increase food production 
and improve means for food 
storage ahd distribution, 

Indonesia is giving 
priority attention to 
projects which aim at 
increasing fodd 

production, particularly 
rice. There are 
currently 100-110 donor
supported technical and 
capital assistance 
projects in support of 
food production. The 
majority of the above 
projects are directly concerned 
with increasing food 
production, and improved 
food storage, distribution 
and marketing. 

(b) Creating a favorable climate 
for foreign and domestic private 
enterprise and investment; 

The GOI enacted a compre
hensive law with built-in 
incentives for encouraging 
foreign capital investment 
and has concluded an' 
Investment Guaranty Agree
ment with the U.S. Under the 
foreign investment law up to 
five-year tax credits may 
be obtained for new 
investment in plant and 
facilities, subject to 
negotiation. 
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(c) increasing the people's role in 
 Although the Government owns
the developmental process; 
 a majority of the large
 

(d) Allocating expenditures to 

development rather than to 

unnecessary military purposes or 

interventi o n in other fre e 
counaffriesirs;reversed 

countries' affairs; 


(e) Willing to contribute funds to

the project or program; 


enterprises in the countryit
 
is actively encouraging
 
private domestic investment.
 
Officials of State Enterprises
 
are receiving more freedom in
 
management and some State
 
Enterprises are being converted
 
to semi-private corporations.

The press has had considerable
 
freedom and national elections
 
were carried out in July 1971.
 
The Parliament is playing a
 
role in the budgetary process

inasmuch as the annual budget

must be authorized by
 
Parliament and expenditures
 
reported in "Annual Report of
Budgetary Accounts. 
with Malaysia in 1966, the
With the ending of confrontation
 
Soehato 
 instrat
 
re ver t rati on
for eigst 
the foreign inter

vention policy of the
 
Sukarno regime. Military
 
expenditures have been
 
sharply reduced as the Government
 
has concentrated the nation's
 
domestic resources 
- and
 
foreign aid receipts  on
 
achieving economic stability

and starting an ambitious
 
development program.
 

The Government will
 
contribute up to $21.0
 
million (equivalent) in
 
local currency to meet.
 
the major part of the
 
local expenditure requirement.
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(f) Making economic, social and 

political reforms such as tax 

collection improvements and 

changes in land tenure arrangement; 

and making progress toward respect 

for the rule of law, freedom of 

expression and of the press, and 

recognizing the importance of 

individual freedom, initiative, 

and private enterprise; 


Indonesia has made significant
 
gains in freedom of speech and
 
of the press under the Soeharto
 
Government and major economic
 
reforms have been instituted
 
with IMF/IBRD assistance inclu
ding incentives to growth of
 
individual initiative and
 
private enterprise. Effective
 
December 9,1970 the GOI
 
established one uniform exchange
 
rate for all types of foreign
 
exchange. On August 9,1971,
 
to reduce the trade gap,the
 
Rupiah was devalued by about 10%
 
to Rp.415/US $1. Further deval
uations in December 1971 and
 
early 1973 were pegged to deval
uations of the dollar; the
 
Rupiah has remained stable since 
then. The rate of inflation was 
reduced from 636.8 %per annum
 
in CY 1966 to about 10% in CY
 
1971. Inflation was about 20%
 
in 1972, largely due to rice 
price increases, and will 
probably exceed 25% in 1973 but 
the Government has taken appro
priate steps to deal with 
the problem. Tax revenue in 
real terms has increased
 
each year at the rate of 10 to
 
h0 percent since 1967. In
 
current prices, routine revenues
 
increased 35% in FY 72/73 and
 
should excedd this in 1973/74.
(g) Responding to the vital economic,Approximately 13.9% of the
 

political and social concerns of its 
 development budget is devoted
 
people, and demonstrating 
a clear to the social field which

determination to take effective self- includes education, health,

help measures. 
 family planning, housing, man

power, social welfare, drinking
 
water supply,culture and
 
religion. The cooperating
 
Government has encourage self-help
 
projects siich as Food for Work
 

and other irrigation and road
 
building projects carried out
 
through its Department of
 
Manpower. A substantial low
 
cost housing program will be
 
implemented in the Second Five
 
Year Plan which begins in April 197h.
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B. Relations with the United States
 

1. FAA Sec. 620(c). Is the We are not aware of any

goveb'nment indebted to any U.S. citizen 
 cases that make Indonesia
 
for goods or services furnished or ordered ineligible under this
 
where: (a) such citizen has exhausted Section.
 
available legal remedits-, including
 
arbitration, or (b) the debt is not
 
denied or contested by the government,
 
or (c) the indebtedness arises under
 
such government's or a predecessor's
 
unconditional guarantee?
 

2. FAA Sec. 620(d). If the loan Not applicable.
 
is intended for construction or opera
tion of any productive enterprise that
 
will compete with U.S. enterprise, has
 
the country agreed that it will establish
 
appropriate procedures to prevent
 
export to the U.S. of more than 20% of
 
its enterprises annual production during
 
the life of the loan?
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3. PAA Sec. 620(e)(l). Has the coun- The majority of business
try's government, or any agency or subdi-
 and property owned by U.S.
$ision thereof, (a) nationalized or 
 citizens which was
expropriated property ovmi'd by U.S. 
 nationalized during the
citizens or by any busi. 
 titity not 
 Sukarno regime (principally
less than 50% beneficiaiy owned by U.S. 
 in 1964 and early 1965)
citizens, (b) taken steps to repudiate, 
 has been returned to U.S.
or nullify existing contracts or agree-
 owners or mutually
ments with such citizeii: or entity, or 
 acceptable settlement
(c) imposed sr enforced discriminatory negotiated. The Governtaxes or other exactions, or restrictive 
 ment of Indonesia in a
maintenance or operation conditions? 
 If Presid 2tial Decree dated
so, and more thanisix months has elapsed 
 Decembt 14,1966 indisince such occurrance, identify the 
 cated its willingness to
document ind'icating that the government, 
 return the remaining nationaor appropriate agency or subdivi 
'on 
 lized assets.
 
thereof, has taken appropriate steps to
 
discharge its obligations under
 
international law toward such citizen or
 
entity? .
less than six months has
 
elapsed, .:t steps,if any, 
s it taken
 
to discharge its obligatic.
 

If the recipient government has 
 Not applicable in view of
engaged in any of the activities described 
 the response above.

in (a), (b), or 
(c) above, has the President
 
made a determination and certified to

Congress that a waiver of the provisions of

Section 62C(e) is important to the national
 
interests of 
the U.S.?
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4. FAA Sec. 620(0). 
 Has the country
permitted, or failed to take adequate 	
The country has not so
 
permitted nor has it
measures to prevent, the damage or faileddestruction by!-mob action of U.S. property, 

to take adequate 
measures.
and failed to take appropriate measures to
prevent a recurrence and to provide adequate
compensation for such damage or destruction?
 

5. FAA Sec. 620 (1). Has the govern- Yes.ment instituted an investment guaranty

program under FAA Sec. 221(b)(1) for the
specific risks of inconvertibility and
expropriation or 
confiscation?
 

6. FAA §620(o). Fisherman's 

Protective Act of 195, 

No.
 
as amended,


Section 5. 
Has the country seiz.ed, or
imposed any penalty or sanction against,
any U.S. fishing activities in interna
tional waters? 
If, as a result of a
seizure, the U.S.G. has made reimbursement

under the provisions of the Fisherman's
 
Protective Act and such amount has not
been paid in full by the seizing country,
identify the docunientqition which describes
how the withholding of assistance under
the FAA has been or will be accomplished.
 

7. FAA Se. 6 20(g). flau 
the
country been in default, during 	
No. However, repayment ofa period one FAA loan has beenin excess of six months, in payment to 
 reshedued by bilateral
the U.S. on 
any FAA loan? 

agreement dated 3/16/71
in accordance with terms of
Have diplomatic


8. FAA Sec.620(t). 

relations between the country and the U.S. 

Paris Agreed Minutes of 4/24/70. 

been severed? 
 If so, have they been
 
renewed?
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C. 	Relations with Other Nations and
 
the U.N.
 

1. 
FAA Sec. 620(i). Has the We have no information
 
country been officially represented at as to any such represen
any international conference when that tational activity.
 
representation included planning activi
ties involving insurrection or subversion
 
directed against the U.S. or countries
 
receiving U.S. assistance?
 

2. FAA Secs. 620(a), 620(n), Has We have no information of
 
the country sold, furnished, or permitted any such action by
 
ships or aircraft under its registry to Indonesia.
 
carry to Cuba or North Vietnam, items of
 
economic, military or other assistance?
 

3. FAA Sec. 6 20(u); App. Sec. 107. Indonesia is not delin-

What is the status of the country's quent with respect to
 
U.N. dues, assessments or other 	 U.N. obligations. The
 
obligations? Does the loan agreement loan agreement limits the
 
bar any use of funds to pay U.N. use of loan proceeds to
 
assessments, dues or arrearages? procurement of goods and
 

services from A.I.D.
 
Geographic Code 941
 
(Selected Free World)
 
sources plus Indonesia.
 

D. 	Milita _ Situation
 

1. 	FAA Sec. 620(i). Has the country No. 
engaged in or prepared for aggressive
 
military efforts directed Against tne
 
U.S. or countries rece:iving U.b. assistance?
 

2. FAA S, c. 620(s). What is 	 The Department of Defense 
(a) the percentage of' the country's budget portion of the State Budget 
devoted to military purposes, and has ranged from a high of 33% 
(b) the amount of the country's foreign in CY 1967 to a low of 22% in 
exchange resources used to acquire military the FY 1973/74 budget. (b) We 
equipment, exil (c) has the country spent have knowledgeno of any 
money for sopnisticated weapons systems significant expenditures of
 
purchased since the statutory limitation foreign exchange for the
 
becEune effective? military. Less than 10%
 

of the military budget is
 
allocated for foreign
 
exchange purchases. Moreover,
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Is the country diverting U.S. development 

assistance or PL 480 sales to military 

expendituresl 
 Is the country diverting 

its own resources to unnecessary military 

expenditures? (Findings on these 

questions are to be made for each 

country at least once each fiscal year 

and, in addition, as often as may be 

required by a material change in 

relevant information.) 


II. CONDITION OF THE LOAN
 

A. General Soundness
 

Interest and Repayment
 

1. FAA §0201(d), 201(b)(2). Is the 

rate of interest excessive or unreasonable 

for the borrcwer? Are there reasonable 

prospects for repayment? What is the 

grace period interest rate; the following 

period interest rate? Is the rate of 

interest higher than the country's appli-

cable legal rate of interest, 


the Department of Defense
 
budget includes substantial
 
amounts for construction
 
of roads, bridges and
 
other civil work projects.
 
(c) No, the Government is
 
placing primary emphasis
 
on economic development and
 
not diverting its own
 
resources for unnecessary
 
military expenditures.
 

Although Indonesia's debt
 
burden ?as heavy in the
 
past,there has been very
 
rapid grovth in real
 
Government revenues and fav
orable economic performance.
 
With the high current level
 
of foreign assistance, it
 
is recognized that future
 
debt payments will be large,
 
but a comprehensive
 
agreement providing for
 
the consolidation and
 
rescheduling of Indonesia's
 
pre-1966 debts has been made
 
between Indonesia and its
 
Free World creditors,
 
including the U.S. and
 
Indonesia's export earnings
 
have increased rapidly. The
 
various donors agree Indonesia
 
has a debt burden for which
 
the prospects of repayment
 
appear reasonable. Country
 
terms of a 40-year Joan,10
year grace period, 2% interest
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during the grace period,
 
3% thereafter, pertain.
 
The rate of interest is
 
not higher than the
 
country's applicable legal
 
rate of interest.
 

Financing
 

1. FAA 9201(b)(1). 
 To what 
 Loan assistance to Indonesia is
 extent can financing on provided within the framework
 
reasonable terms be obtained
from other free-world sources, of the Inter-Governmental Group
on Indonesia (IGGI), advised
including private sources within 
 by the IBRD and the IMF. This
the U.S.? 


loan has been selected by A.I.D.
 
as part of the U.S. Government
 
contribution to the IGGI
 
consortium and as 
such is
 
supported by the IBRD resident
 
mission. 
The Exim Bank has
 
expressed no interest to A.I.D.
 
in financing this loan.
 

Economic and Technical Soundness
 

1. FAA 99201(b)(2)20i(e). 
 The Yes. See Section II of
activity's economic and technical 
 Capital Assistance Paper.
soundness to undertake loan; does the
 
loan application, together with
 
information and assurances, indi
cate that funds will be used in an
 
economically and technically
 
sound manner?
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2. FAA s611(a)(1I. Hare engineering, The necessary planning for
financial, and other plans necessary to 
 the project has been completed
carry out assistance, and a reasonable 
 (see Sections III and IV
firm estimate of the cost of assistance to Capital Assistance Paper) and
the U.S., been completed? 


3. FAA 9611(b); App. 01. If the

loan or grant is 
for a water or related 

land-resources construction project or
 
program, do plans include a cost
benefit computation? Does the project
 
or program meet the relevant U.S.
 
construction standards and criteria
 
used in determining feasibility?
 

4. FAA @611(e). If this is a

Capital Assistance Project with U.S. 

financing in 
excess of $1 million, has 

the principal A.I.D. officer in the
 
country certified as 
to the country's

capability effectively to maintain and
 
utilize the project?
 

B. 
Relationto Achievement of Country
 
andRegional Goals 

Country Goals 

1. FAA 0207, 28 1(a). What is this 
loan's relation to: 

(a) Institutions needed for a 

democratic society and to assure 

maximum participation on the part

of the people in the task of economic 

development2 


(b) Enobling the country to meet 

its food needs both from its own 

resources 
and through development,

with U.S. help, of infrastructure 

to support increased agricultural 

produc tivity? 


(c) Meeting incrcasinF need for 

trained mnpower? 


d) Developing,programs to meet 

public health needsV 


reasonably firm cost estimates
 

have been obtained.
 

Nbt applicable,
 

Yes, the Mission Director
 
has so certified. 
See
 
Annex XIII.
 

The project does not
 
relate directly to
 
institutions. 
 It does,

however, focus on assistance tothe
 
rural population and improving
 

their standards of life, thereby

increasing the chanqe for their
participation in development.
 
This project will assist agri
cultural development through

improvement in health of rural
 
people permitting greater produc
tivity as well as 
opening up new
 
areas formerly little used
because they were malarial.
 
The project includes training of
 

local personnel.
i express purpose of
 
th e p s t .
the project.
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7. FAA 0601(a). How will this loan
 
encourage the country's efforts to: 

(a) increase the flow of internatJonal 

trade; (b) foster private initiative and 

competition; (c) encourage development 

and use of cooperatives, credit unions, 

and savings and loan associations; 

(d) discourage monopolistic practices; 

(e) improve technical efficiency of 

industry, agriculture, and commerce; and
 
(f) strengthen free labor unions?
 

8. FAA .202(a). Indicate the amount 

of money under the loan which is: going
directly to private enterprise; going 
to intermediate credit institutions or 
other borrowers for use by private 
enterprise; being used to finance 

imports from-%private sources; or other-

wise being used to finance procuz7ements
 
from private sources.
 

9. FAA 611L(a)(2). What legislative
action is required within the recipient 
cuuntry? What is the basis for a 
reasonable anticipation that such action 
will b completed in time to perrit
orderly accomplishment of purpuses of 
loan? 

Regional Goals 

1. FAA n. ). If this loan Is 
assisting a newly independent country, 
to what extent do the circumstances 
permit such ass.istance to be furnished 
through multilateral organizations or
 
plans?
 

2. FAA 9209. If this loan is 

directed at a problem or an oppor-

tunity. that is regional in nature, 

how dies assistance under this loan 

encourage a regional development 
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skills and involvement of 
rural people in the program 
both relevant factors in the 
context of effective partici
pation in the political process. 

By improving general agricultural
 
productivity and of opening up

land for resettlement and develop
ment the project will promote
 
private farming. Some of the
 
new production may be for
 
export. (b), (c), (d), and
 
(f) are not applicable.
 

The procurement of commodities
 
under the loan will be
 
directly from private enter
prise. The loan will finance
 
a public service benefitting
 
individuals directly and the
 
economy indirectly.
 

None. 

Not applicable.
 

Although the loan is directed
 
at a disease which does not
 
recognize national borders, it
 
is not practicable at this
 
stage at least to establish a
 
regional malaria control program.
 
The principal problem for Indoresia
 

at this juncture is first to
 



program? What multilateral 

assistance is presently being furnished 

to the ccmtry? 

C. Relation to U.S. Economy 

Employment, Balance of Payments,
 
Private Enterprise.
 

1. FAA 9201(b)(6); 102. What are 


tuted of U.S. commodities and services, 

furnished in a manner consistent with
improving the U.S. balance of payments
povting 

position, 


2. FAA 9612(b); 636(h). What steps
 
have been taken to assure that, to the 

maximum extent possible, foreign 

currencies owned by the U.S. and local 
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achieve an effective level of
 
malaria control within its own
 
bo.,*ders and this is a national
 
retponsibility. The loan is being

furnished in the context of
 
multilateral aid to Indonesia by

a number of donor countries (The
 
IGGI). The assistance is being 
coordinated with the advice of
 
the IBRD and the project will
 
be assisted by the WHO.
 

The goods and services financed
the possible effects of this loan on U.S. by this loan will be obtained from
economy, with special reference to areas AID Geographic Code 9hl (Selected
of substantial labor surplus? 
 Describe Free World) bources plus
the extent to which assistance is 
consti- Indonesia. It is anticipated that
 

owned currencies are utilized in liu of 

dollars?
 

3. FAA 16o.-(d).; App. 
 If this 
loan is for a capital proje(:, to what 
extent has the Agency encour(;eI utilizar-
tion of engineering arid1 pofessio :il 

will be in U.S. dollars. U.S.
currencies contributed by the country are owned local currency is not
utilized to meet the cost of contractual available and the GOI will
and other services, and that U.S. foreign provide about $21.0 million in
 

the U.S. will supply a substan
tial amount of goods and
services under the loan. The
project will not have a special
 
reference to U.S. areas of labor
 
surplus. 

Most procurement of goods and
 
services with foreign exchange
 
will originate in the U.S. and
 

services of U.S. fCt.is and their affiliates? financed under the loanIf the loan is to be used to finance direct will in any case be from
costs for construction, will any of the AID Geographic Code 941contractors be persons other than qualified 
 sources plus Indonesia.
 
nationals of the country or qualified

citizens of the U.S.? If so, has the 
required waiver been obtained?
 

local currency to the project.
 

Malaria control is a project
 
developed and administered by
 
public health officials not by

private firms. All services 
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4. FAA §608(a). Provide infor- U.S. Government excess proper
mation measures to be taken to 
 ty will not be used for this
 
utilize U.C. Government excess personal project.
 
property in lieu of the procurement of
 
new items.
 

5. FAA 0602. What efforts have The loan agreement will contain
 
been made to assist U.S. small business a provision to ensure that
 
to participate equitably in the furnishing opportunity for such parti
of commodities and services financed by cipation will be provided
 
this loan? 
 and appropriate notices
 

published.

6. FAA 9621. If the loan provides AID is providing limited tech

technical assistance, how is private nical assistance as 
explained

enterprise on a contract basis 
 in Section III. This is suitable
 
utilized? If the facilities of other 
 in view of past experience in
 
Federal agencies will be utilized, in malaria programs on a worldwide
 
what ways are they particularly suitable; basis. This assistance will not
 
are they competitive with private enter- eterprie worvnte
 
prise (if so, explain); and how can they enterprise, and work on the
 
be made available without undue inter-
 program will not interfere
be madewith domestic prograns.
 
ference with domestic programs?
 

7. FAA 9611(c). If this loan Not applicable.
 
involves a contract for construction
 
that obligates in excess of $100,000, will
 
it be on a competitive basis? If not, are
 
there factors which make it impracticable?
 

8. FAA 9601(b). Describe Uhc Private enterprise will
 
efforts made in connection with this loan 
 provide all the commodities
 
to encourage and facilitate participation to be provided under this loan.
 
of private enterprise in achieving the
 
purposes of the Act.
 

Procurement
 

1. FAA 9604 (a). Will commodity Yes, procurement is limited
 
procurement be restricted to U.S. 
 to AID Geographic Code 941
 
except as otherwise determined by the sources plus Indonesia.
 
President?
 

2. FAA R604(b). Will any part of No.
 
this loan be used for bulk commodity
 
procurement at adjusted prices higher 
than the market price prevailing in 
the U.S. at time of purchase? 
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3. FAA 9604(e). Will any part of No.
 
this loan be used for procurement of any

agricultural commodity or product thereof
 
outside the U.S. when the domestic price 6f
 
such commodity is less than parity?
 

4. FAA §604(f). Will the agency Not applicable. This
 
receive the necessary pre-payment certifi- is a project loan and not
 
cation from suppliers under a commodity a commodity import

import program agreement as to description program assistance loan.
 
and condition of commodoties, and on the
 
basis of such, determine eligibility and
 
suitability for financing?
 

D. Other Requirements
 

1. FM\A§201(b). Is the country among Yes.
 
the 20 countries in which development loar
 
funds may be used to make loans in this
 
fiscal year?
 

2. App. §105. Does the loan 
 The loan agreement will
 
agreement provide, with respect to capital 
 cover this requirement.

projects, for U.S. approval of contract
 
terms and firms?
 

3. FAA §620(k). If the loan is for 
 Not applicable.
 
construction of a production enterprise,

with respect to which the aggregate value
 
of assistance to be furnished will exceed
 
$100 million, what preparation has been
 
made to obtain the express approval of
 
the congress?
 

4. FAA U620(b), 620(f)-
 Yes, the required

Has the President determined that the determination has been
 
country is not dominated or controlled by made. Remainder of
 
the international Communist movement? 
 If question is therefore
 
the country is a Communist country (including, not applicable.

but not limited to, the countries listed in
 
FAA §620(f)) and the loan is intended for
 
economic assistance, have the findings
 
required by FAA 0620(f) and App. 9109(b)

been made and reported to the Congress?
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5. FAA @620(h). What steps have been 
 The loan agreement will
 
taken to insure that the loan will not be 
 contain a provision covering

used in a manner which, contrary to the best this .requiremeut.
 
interest of the United States, promotes or
 
assists the foreign aid projects of the
 
Communist-bloc countries?
 

6. App.z1o9. Will any funds be used 
 No.
 
to finance procurement of iron and steel
 
products for use in Vietnam other than as
 
contemplated by 0110?
 

7. FAA o636(i). Will any part of this No. The remainder of the
loan be used in financing non-U.S.-manu- question is therefore not
 
factured automobiles? If so, has the 
 applicable.
 
required waiver been obtained?
 

8. FAA u620(a)(l) and (2), 620 .
 No.
 
Will any assistnice be furnished or funds
 
made available to the government of Cuba
 
or the United Arab Republic?
 

9. F.AA P620(g). Will any part of No. No assistance has been

this loan be used to compensate owners for 
 used for such purposes in
 
expropriated or nationalized property? 
 If the past.
 
any assistance has been used for such
 
purpose in the past, has appropriate

reimbursement been made to the U.S. for 
sums diverted?
 

10. FAA §i20i(j i . If this is a The loan is being imple
project loan, what provisii.on-; have been mented by the G01 and this
made for appropriate particip.tion by the is byrte ora thic
 
recipient country's private 
enterprise? health project. 

11. Ap O . Does thQ loan Ys. The ican agreement
agreement bar uny use of funds payto will restr.Lzt the loan
pensions, etc., for persons who are funds to the project.
serving or who have served in the
 
recipient country's 
armed forces? 

12. NA R901.b. Does the loan Yes to both questions.

agreement provide for compliance with 
 The loan agreement will

U.S. shipping requirements, that t least cover those requirements.

50% of the gross tonnage of all commodi
ties financed with funds made available 
under this loan (computed separately 
by geographic area for dry bull 
carriers,
 
dry cargo line rs, and tankers) be 
transported on privately owned U.S. flag 
commercial vessels extentto the such 

http:provisii.on
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19. Section 30 and 31 of PL 93 
- 189 No.

(FAA of 19731. Will any part of the loan 
be used to finance directly or indirectly
military or paramilitary operations by the 
U.S. or by foreign forces in or over Laos,
Cambodia, North Vietnam, South Vietnam, or
 
Thailand?
 

20. Section 37 of PL 93 
- 189 (FAA of No.

1973); Ap . §111. Will any part of this

loan e used to aid or assist generally or

in the reconstruction of North Vietnam?
 

21. FAA Section 640(c). 
Will a grant No.

be made to the recipient c-ountry to pay
all or part of such shipping differential
 
as is determined by the Secretary of Commerce
 
to exist between U.S. foreign flag vessel
 
charter or freight rates?
 

22. App. 104. Will any of the funds 14.
 
appropriated for this project be used to

make a payment; on any procurement contract
 
to which the U.S. is 
 a party and which does
 
not contain a termination for convenience
 
(to the U.S.) provision in it?
 

23. App. fl,;6. Has it been determined Yes.

that not mor thai 
 :12,000,000 has been used 
during fiscal year ].971 in carrying out
 
research under FAA 
 2241? 

214, App. N112. Will any of the funds No.
 
appropriate-or -Ioal cur rencies 
generated

as a result of AID assist;ance be used for
 
support 
of police or prison construction
 
and adminiutrat!un 
 in South lietna n or for 
support of police tzariin of South
 
Vietnamese?
 

25. App. §Jl3. Have excess foreign Indonesia is not ancurrencies on deposit with the U.S. Treasury excess, currency country.been used to underwrite local costs of U.S.
 
foreign assistance programs in the recipient
 
country, if available?
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26. App. 9114. Have the House 
 Yes.

and Senate Committees on Appropriations
 
been notified five days in advance of
 
the availability of funds for the
 
purr-o9g of this project?
 

27. App. s604. Will any of the 
 No.
 
funds appropriated for this project
 
be used to furnish petroleum fuels
 
pioduced in the continental United
 
States to Southeast Asia for use by

non-U.S. nationals.
 




